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•Couventio-nILWU 14th
Fiods High P. oint of Unity, -Strength
AFL-CIO
Leadership
Criticized
HONOLULU—One of the biggest and most unified conventions in the history of ILWU
closed here April 7 after five
full days of lively debate, discussion and action on every pressing

Harry Bridges on
Before Hawcikn Legislalure speak
before the

April 6 in the throne•room of lolanils Palace to
House of Representatives of Hawaii. Both the
House of Representatives and the Senate of the new state of Hawaii adopted resolutions April 5 praising the "epoch-making" Organization Agreement between ILWU and the Pacific Maritime Association and invited ILWU President Harry
Bridges and Matson Navigation Company President Randilph Sevier to address the Houses on the Agreement. Bridges, who
also addressed the Senate in the afternoon of the same day, told the House that the Mechanization Agreement made no
new employment, but did not add to the unemployed rolls. He said there is no solution for unemployment under the free
enterprise, system, at least none found by the union or any of ifs experts. See other photo on page 14.

C um As s
Dock,
Differential
HONOLULU, Hawaii — The ILWU
longshore division will seek ten cents
an hour straight time wage increase
and an additional ten cents an hour
for men who work in the ship's hold.
The West Coast longshore.agreement
is open on all items including wages,
• except the Mechanization Agreement.
The wage demand would bring the
longshore wage to $2.92 straight time
and $4.38 overtime, 'and hold men to
$3.02 straight time and $4.53 overtime.
The differential is sought to make
work in the hold rhore attractive.
The demands were voted by delegates
to the Coast Longshore, Shipsclerks
and Walking Bosses Caucus, who met
here April 8-14. Most of the business
of the caucus concerned demands and
implementation of the 5-year mechanization agreement reached last fall with
the Pacific Maritime Association.
Annual wage demands go first to
negotiation .
and, in the event of disagreement, to arbitration.
Also to be demanded in the June
opening is a $25 a month increase in
pensions. Longshore pensioners presently receive $100 a month. The increase would apply to all, excepting
those ,receiving other pensions outside
social security.
Other items which will be sought a're
a 2-cent increase in employer welfare
contributions in order to maintain pres(. Continued on page 4)

1.

On April 12 President Kennedy made
a statement at his press conference
which was generally interpreted in the
press as indicating a US policy of nonintervention in Cuba. "I want to say that there will not be
under any conditions any intervention
in Cuba by the United States armed
forces," the President said.
On April 14, however, the Wall Street
Journal noted in a Washington dispatch:
"No amount of protestation by the
Kennedy Administration that., the US
will keep hands off seems likely to
prevent this country from becoming
intimately and perhaps quite uncomfortably entangled in an effort to overthrow Castro."
On April 17 there began an invasion
in Cuba which was widely .heralded in
the US press and by high government
officials in Washington.
The documented record of events
both before and after the invasion appeared to back up the Wall Street Journal rather than the President's protestations of non-intervention.
In fact, a policy of intervention had
been clearly outlined by Mr. Kennedy
prior to his election when he said in a
campaign speech on October 20 in New
York:
"We must attempt to strengthen the
non-Batista democratic anti-Castro
forces in exile and in Cuba itself who
offer eventual hope of overthrowing
Castro."

Reports that the US was training
and equiping invasion forces against
Cuba began to trickle into newspapers
and magazines last November.
CIA ACTIVITY REPORTED
Early that month Dr. Ronald Hilton,
Director of the Institute of HispanicAmerican Studies at Stanford University, returned from a visit to Guatemala and reported that the US Central
Intelligence Agency had acquired a
large tract of land near there which
was being used as a secret training
ground for Cuban counter-revolutionaries preparing for an invasion of Cuba.
"If CIA is behind this and gets
caught, it will be black day for the
US," Dr.,Hilton said.
The Nation magazine of November
19 cited Dr. Hilton's statement and
asked editorially: "Are We Training
Cuban Gu,errillas?"
On November 18 Lyman Kirkpatrick,
CIA Inspector General, was asked
about Professor Hilton's statement.
"It will always be a black day for
the US whenever the CIA gets caught,"
Kirkpatrick replied.
At the end of 1960 Don Dwiggins,
aviation editor of the Los Angeles Mirror, made a trip to Guatemala to check
the persistent reports that there was in
fact a US-operated base at Retalhuleu
in that country.
In an article in The Nation January
7, Dwiggins said, "I ,was able to confirm the report . . a military base
(Continued on page 11)

issue before the union and the
American people.
Unity of purpose among the
nearly 400 delegates from locals of
Alaska, Washington, Oregon, California and Hawaii was evident throughout the meeting on economic, political
and other matters.
The convention was the union's 14th
Biennial, and was marked by awareness of the union's strength and influence. The next convention will be held
in April of 1963 in San Frncisco.
A high point of enthusiasm was
reached on the morning of the fourth
day, when Linus Pauling, celebrated
Nobel prize chemist, brought the delegates to their feet in standing ovation
following a brilliant, penetrating and
biting speech for disarmament and
lasting world peace. (See Page 3.)
Another high point of interest and
enlightment was reached in discussion
of a statement of policy on the Cold
War. It drew a clear and concise indictment of the forces behind it from
Secretary-Treasurer Louis Gold bla t t
(Continued on page 5)

Caucus Votes Aid
To Sugar Workers
HONOLULU—ILWU sugar workers, members of Local 142, returned
to negotiations last week for renewal of a contract which expired
last January, with the sure knowledge that if they are forced to strike
to gain their demands, they will be
adequately financed even for a long
struggle.
A resolution of complete support
of the sugar workers adopted by the
14th Biennial Convention of ILWU
was implemented in a concrete way
by the Coast Longshore, Shipclerks,
and Walking Boss Caucus which followed the convention.
The caucus voted in favor of a
fifty cent ,,per week assessment in
the longshore division after the
sugar workers have been on strike
for 60 days. This action was taken
after Local 142 inforined the caucus
that the local itself had sufficient
funds to support a strike for that
length of time.
ILWU President Harry Bridges
remained in Honolulu following the
caucus to assist in the negotiations.
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Whose Ox Is Gored?

Harry Bridges was tied up in sugar negotiations
in Hawaii as this issue went to press. In place of his
usual column we are reprinting the resolution on Cuba
and an excerpt on Cuba front the Officers Report, both
approved by the ILWU Convention.

Statement on Cuba

HE 14TH Biennial Convention of our unThe "sound economy" of which we read in
ion held in Honolulu April 3 to 7 spoke the newspapers is one in which wages are
out intelligently and forthrightly on a number kept "stable" while 'profits pryamid; z.nd vital
of issues of concern to the union's members to such sound economy is a pool'of unemand, for the most part, of concern to all the ployed "to which industry is entitled." ChalAmerican people.
lenge this and you challenge the free enterNeedless to say, the• viewpoint of the dele- prise system and therefore -you 'are undermin—
gates was not along lines approved by Madi- ing the American way of life, which means
son Avenue hucksters, who sell the products you are advocating communism!
American gold has taken flight. So, the
of big business and ladle out advertising largesse to those publishers who- worship loud- families of US servicemen are sent home and
est at the shrine of corporate interest.
/we are told that it's a bit unpatriotic to travel
Consequently, the editorial writers whose abroad, that we should see America first. But
lot it is to do the professional wailing at the no politician lifts a hand, nor does any newswall, have been thrown into a tizzy. How dare paper cry out against the export of capital to
mere working men and women disagree with build factories in lands of slave wages so that
the official line, as strained through the US the products may be shipped back to underState Department, the tabor Department, the cut the products of American labor. This, too,
AFL-CIO, the unAmerican Committee, the becomes the American way of life and US
American Legion, Wall Street, Madison Ave- foreign'policy is shaped to fit it, because the
nue, the National Association of Manufac- rich and the privileged still shout the loudest
turers, the American Medical Association .and in Washington.
the Sons and Daughters of the American
Revolution! If you don't think 2 times 2
0, WE SEE foreign policy as having direct
equals 3, keep your lip buttoned!
connection with our porkchops, and we
The editorial writer of the Honolulu Adverhave a stake in it. Foreign policy also has
tiser, whose publisher would like to take the
direct connection with war or peace. Our stake
letters i, 1, w and u out of the alphabet, comin thatis merely our lives.
forted himself and his publisher, and no doubt
The newspapers remind us of the friend with
the paper's bourbon section of reaslers as well,
a pull who'll fix our parking ticket. "Leave it
by assuring himself and them that ILWIrs
to me," he assures us, and a month later a
resolutions and policy statements were mere
cop comes arotind with a warrant of arrest.
scraps of paper dreamed up by the union's
We are not too ready to trust the special
leadership, and that the delegates who voted
interests and their lackeys in striped pants and
for them • were sheep who only voted as they
plush editorial chairs to look out for the comdid because the leadership has a good record mon
interest. We have learned to do some
on getting pork chops.
looking out for ourselves. And if they don't like
This might have been excellent rationalizour being 'interested in how they spend our
ing for the Advertiser adherents. As for the
money and how they attempt to guide our
delegates to the convention, especially the national
destiny, that's just too bad.
members of the large Resolutions Committee
If we don't like what our government, fedand the equally large Officers' Reports Com- eral, state or city,
is doing we are going to
mittee, who sat through hours of the night say so. If we
like what they're doing, we'll
arguing, debating, compromising and rewrit- say
that, too.
ing, it was just plain malarky.

T

S

E WONDER what theAdvertiser would
have had to sa31 if the resolutions had
been right down the line with Advertiser ediPublished by the International Longshoremen's end Warehousemen's Union
torial policy. You guessed. It would have dusted
MORRIS WATSON, EDITOR
off and polished up that great old phrase,
Published every two weeks by the International tong"labor statesmen."
shoremen's & Warehousemen's Union at 150 Golden
It's all a matter of whose ox is gored.
.Gate Ave., San Francisco 2, Calif. Second -Class PostTrade unions and other peoples' organiza- age Paid at San Francisco, Calif. ScPbscriptions $1.50
tions are the backbone of democracy. It is per year.
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not that we are sheep that disturbs the adPhone PRospect 5-0533 or PRospect 5-2220
vertising supported'editorial pundits; it is that
J. R. nonEirrsos.
BRIDGES,
we are not sheep believing what they tell us IIARRi
President
Vice President
LOUIS GOLDBIATT,
.
and thinking as they tell us to think. Such is
Secreteary-Treasu rer
their self-appointed role and anybody who LINCOLN FAIRLEY,
MORRIS WATSON,
doesn't take them seribusly in that role be" Information Director
Research Director
comes the object of their frustration and fury.
(Deadline for next issue: May 1, 1961)
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THE WORLDWIDE mass revolution against poverty and disease and for freedom and independence has broken out 90
miles from the border of the United States, in Cuba.
Each nation makes its own revolution in its own way. But
no nation can hope to build a new and better life for its people
unless it builds on the foundation stones democracy, sovereignty and economic independence. Each colonial and semicolonial country has learned this lesson. And not least of all .in
the chain of successful revolutions from which the Cubans learned
this lesson was the American revolution of 1776. To read the
English Tory comments on Washington, Franklin, Adams and
• Paine is to hear an echo of today's newspaper editorials and politicians' rantings against.Castro.
The revolt of the colonial people—who are the ultimate heirs
of 1776—seems to be taking -forms Which are frightening and
incomprehensible to the descendants of those who started it all
at Lexington and Concord.- More and more, history is no lbitger
what Americans make for themselves but something that is increasingly made for them by'others—and the change is paihful.
It is not -for us to judge or to lay down the rules by which
other peoples may solve their problems: Nor can we expect'that
other nations will or want to model themselves upon the United
States and its society. Moreover, we misread facts if we blame
the "devil" communism for everything in the world which doesn't
go according- to US blueprints. This is self-deception of the worst
kind.
We can't welcome the Indonesian freedom from Dutch domination, the Indian freedom from the British Or the Indo-Chinese
from the French while .rejecting the Cuban freedom from the
United States.
,
The Kennedy Administration has called Upon every Atherican republic to be "the master of its own revolution of hope and
progress." The Cuban people, in their own way, making their own
mistakes and their own successes, are on the path of "hope and
progress." Instead of boycotting and attempting to strangle this
revolution, instead of fostering and financing counter-revolutionary groups here in the United States, we should try.to understand what is going on in Cuba, why it is going on in this manner,
and recognize, whether we agree or not, that the Cuban people
have a right to make their own revolution. And we have to come
to terms with this and other colonial revolutions in the world.
US citizens should be permitted to travel -in Cuba to see for
themselves. Cubans should be welcomed in the United States.
How else can we hope to influence the world of change and live
in it with confidence and security? How else can we hope to use
our abundance and our good will to make a better world for
ourselves and our children?

Officers Report on Cuba
IF THE Cuban Revolution is scuttled through US connivance it
will be a tragedy for the. Cuban people—and for us as well.
As the French and Belgian workers have learned, you can't wage
a war against a people seeking freedom and independence in
Algeria or in Congo without giving' up some'freedom at home.
• During the Spanish-American war a group of Americans met
in Buffalo, New York frOm June 28-July 4, 1899 and drew up
an "address to the People of 'the United States." Included in the
signers of the declaration were Eugene Debs, trade union and
socialist leader; Samuel Gompers, long-time president of the
AFL;'Jane Addams, pioneer leader for women's rights and world
Altgeld, governor of Illinois and defender of orpeace; John
ganized labor; and Booker T. Washington, slave-born Negro
educator and leader. They were concerned with "the two great
evils of militarism and plutocracy which now menace the existence of'the Republic." They found,
"The evil of militarisin is expressed in Wr war of conquest in the Philippine Islands; in'our continued government of- Cuba by Armed forces .. ."
And-then, in words which are an eloquent warning to all Americans today, these men and women of diverse political points-ofview and attitudes, who are remembered in American history for
their lifetime devotion. to the oppressed in our society, warned:
"A nation cannot deny the capacity and violate the right
of another nation to liberty and Self-government without losing faith in the capacity of its own people for
self-government, and in the right of its own people to
liberty. There never existed a nation that could be
trusted wit the ,liberty of another nation, or a man
who'could be trusted with the liberty of another. The
nation that strikes at •the liberties of another nation
commits suicide. No people can be free save by standing
for the freedom of all peoples ..
This is even more true today than it was over half a century
ago,-

P.
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Supreme Court Curbs NLR
Attacks on Union Hiring H ails
WASHINGTON, D. C.—In four far- sents in all four cases.
reaching decisions, the US Supreme
The Supreme Court upset these
Court April 18 curbed NLRB attacks NLRB rulings:
on union hiring halls.
O That hiring hall agreements whereThe court's action in upholding un- by employers assign workers through
ion hiring hall practices was expected a union agency are illegal unless there
to strengthen unions in the printing, is a specific guarantee of fair treatconstruction and maritime industries. ment of nonmembers. NLRB has ruled
ILWU hiring hall practices have long this way in about 40 cases.
been under NLRB scrutiny.
• That when a hiring hall agreement
Justice William 0. Douglas read the is found illegal, dues must be refunded
court's deciions. He held that the to all workers under _what is known as
Taft-Hartley Act did not specifically the "Brown-Olds" doctrine.
ban union hiring halls. There were dis- • That the International Typographical Union violated the Taft-Hartley,ban
on closed shops by adopting the same
contract that had prevailed for years
with a so-called "savings clause." This
meant that all previous rules were continued to the extent they are "not in
conflict with ... Federal or State -law."
• That the union is barred from strikKETCHIKAN, Alaska—ILWU Local ing to get a savings clause.
62 has urged the federal government
to refrain from taking steps which further aggravate the unemployment situation.
In a letter to President Kennedy,
Secretary Howard P. Peery of the local
cited the fact that the Post Office Department was one of the first to take
HOl\LOLULU, Hawaii — Dr. Linus
advantage of a new van service insti- Pauling, Nobel prize winning chemist
tuted by the Alaska Steamship Com- brought the nearly 400 delegates and
pany.
spectators in the gallery to their feet
"The result of this maneuver," Peery in resounding ovation April 6 as he
said, "on the part of the Post Office addressed the 14th Biennial Convention
Department was that two members of of the International Longshoremen's &
the local Teamsters' Union were put on Warehousemen's Union.
the,,rolls of the unemployed and that • The white-haired scientist, speaking
from two to four longshoremen have on disarmament and peace, struck a
become at least partially unemployed. note of hope at ,the 'outset when he
"No great benefit has been derived said:
by the Post Office from this maneuver
"We are going to have disarmament
as far as we can see. The Alaska Steam- in the world, gen'eral complete disarmaship Company seems to be the great ment with controls and inspection. We
gainer."
are going to have international law
Peery said that ILWU does "not pro- and justice in place of the injustice that
pose to stand in the way of progress. has accompanied the victory of force
But we i feel that departments 'of the very often in the past.
government should delay maneuvers
"We are going to use the resources
such as I have described until our coun- of this wonderful world for the benefit
try has recovered from this economic of human beings all over the world
recession and we have gained full em- instead of wasting a great share or a
ployment again.
great part of these resources on arma"We also feel that the Landrum- ments4 on the immorality of war. We
Griffin Law and the Taft-Hartley Law are going to do this, succeed in this
are responsible for this depression in a effort only if we all work together, and
very large degree. These anti-labor laws this means labor, too."
make it tougher for unions to maintain
'WAR IS ENEMY'
membership ,and organize new workers
"The USSR is no longer our enemy,"
into unions, thereby giving the employ- he said. "The United States is not the
ers more of a free hand in replacing enemy of the USSR. It is war. It is war
men with machines.
that is the great enemy, the great com,
"We are not opposed to the machine, mon enemy of both the United States
but we feel that the working people and Russia and the time has come to
must have more of the benefits of the work together."
machine, such as a shorter work week • He told the delegates that the only
and a shorter work day, without a re- future that can be considered in a senduction in pay and earlier retirement, sible way is that of ,eliminating war
etc. It seems that up to the present from the world, war of all sorts; not
time the employers are getting the just nuclear weapons but all war,
lion's share of the benefits of the ma- achieving total and universal disarmachines."
rnent through international agreements

Local 62 Hits
US Policies
In Job Crisis

Page 3
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Dr. Linus Pauling, world -fa mous chemist,
of Home seemed
much at home as he appeared at

the ILWU longshore caucus in Honolulu to say farewell to delegates. Dr. Pauling had spoken earlier to the union's 14th biennial convention.

'We Are Going to Have Disarmament:
Pauling Tells onvention Delegates
with the best possible systems of controls and inspection.
"This is the policy of the United
States, the USSR and Great Britain at
the present time. They are negotiating.
They have expressed this policy and are
negotiating now for bomb test agreements and will soon be negotiating for
general disarmament.
"And yet there are people who oppose this, who are trying to change
government policy."
LABOR ACTION URGED'
Dr. Pauling expressed himself as
disappointed with the attitude of the
AFL-CIO, and he challenged the theory
that disarmament would bring depression and unemployment.
"What good is a job to.a, corpse?" he
asked.
"I count on you," he told the convention, "to take the lead with labor to
see to it that labor gets behind the
workers for peace in ,the United States
and other countries in the world; get
behind the United States government
and the government of the USSR and
of Great Britain in working for international agreements that will lead to
general and complete disarmament and
at the same time will lead to increased
freedom for human beings all over the
world."
PETITION ENDORSED
Following Dr. Pauling's address, the
convention unanimously adopted a resolution endorsing a petition currently
being circulated by him and Mrs. Pauling urging that no nuclear weapons be
furnished to nations not presently having them.
"The delegates to this convention
share with Dr. and Mrs. Pauling their

deep concern that the stockpiling of
nuclear weapons endangers peace and
concur in their hope that no additional
countries will obtain such weapons,"
the resolution said. "We urge that the
nuclear powers move with all possible
dispatch toward a ban of nuclear testing as a first step toward universal
disarmament."
(Text of Dr. Pauling's address will be
carried in an early issue.)

17 More Receive
Pension Benefits
SAN FRANCISCO—Six Dock
Workers were retired on the ILWUPMA pension and eleven widows began receiving ILWU-PMA survivor
benefits as of May 1, 1961, Henry
Schmidt,Pension Director announced
this week.
,They were: Local 8: D. T. Siddall,
Local 10: John Jordan and Arthur
Larson; and Local 91: Steve Bacich,
all on the ILWU-PMA regular pension plan.
On the disability plan was Oscar
Ofstad of Local 23.
On the amended plan was Evan
Alexander of Local 19,
The widows are: Mary Cronin,
Gertie Foss, Caroline Ingersoll, Henrietta Johnson, Mary LeClaire, Florence Nickerson, Helen Ofstad, Bessie Otto, Alice Swanson, Roshannah
Westoby and Judy Westro.

Senate Probes
Electrical
Price-Rigging
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

They Lead Again

ILWU officers were renominated without opposition at the union's 14th biennial convention in Hawaii. Left to right are Vice President J. R. Robertson, President Harry
Bridges and Secretary-Treasure r Louis Goldblatt.
)'

WASHINGTON, D. C.—A Congressional inquiry into the electrical manufacturers' multi-billion-dollar price-fixing plot finally got underway April
17 after a bitter row within the investigating committee.
Members of the Senate Antitrust and
Monopoly Subcommittee, following two
days of wrangling, split 4 to 4 to uphold a ruling of Chairman Estes Kefauver that the probe be conducted in
open session.
Republicans, led by_Senator Alexander Wiley, had demanded that the hearings proceed behind closed doors in
order to shield company officials from
public exposure. Wiley argued open
hearings would be "manifestly unjust"
to the electrical corporations' stockholders and others.
Kefauver's answer was that the companies had already acknowledged their
guilt and that "an informed public is
essential a'any lefislatrive process."
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Here are Nominees for IL
Northern California

OOOOO • • • • • a

Henry Schmidt
Local 10, San Francisco

Columbia River...

Charles Ross
Local 8, Portland

• • • • • ••• • •• • • •

George Wallace
Local 7, Bellingham

1 to be elected

Harold J. Lahaiiy
" Local 12, North Bend

...... a...... a a a a. •............ 3 to be eletted

Charles (Chile) Duarte.
Local 6, San Francisco

Philip Badalamenti
Local 54, Stockton

Puget Sound and Alaska..

Frank M. Andrews
Local 47, Olympia

a •• • a • O

Executive Board

•

I

• • a

Frank -Thompson
Local 17, Broderick

..2 to he elected

• • • • •

George Oldham
Locarl 9, Seatile

Canada

- Terrence Sweeney
Local 52, Seattle

. 1 to he elected

I •' • •

Robert Crane
Local 502, New Westminster

Bev E. Dunphy
Local 501, Vancouver

Michael Johnson
Local 34, San Francisco

Caucus Asks
Dock, Hold
Differential
(Continued from page 1)
.eat benefits; eight paid holidays; a, prohibition against extending the 8-hour
day for ships shifting or sailing; and
safety shelters for winch drivers.
The caucus instructed the union trustees of the ILWU-PMA welfare fund
to study • the feasibilitY' of providing
psychiatric care for alcoholism.
Four men were nominated for membership on the Coast Labor Relations
Committee, the Committee which administers the coastwide longshore and
shipsclerks agreements: L. B. Thomas,
Local 13, San Pedro (incumbent); Howard J. Bodine, Local 8, Portland (inciimbent); Eugene F. Whelihan, Local
54, Stockton, and Everett D. Ede, Local
8, Portland. Two are to be elected, one
representing. California and the other
the Northwest.
The Coast Longshore Negotiating
Committee, as last year, shall be composed of the longshore members of the
current International Executive Board
plus four representatives of the clerks
representing each of the major areas;
in addition, Harold J. Laharty, Local
12, North Bend, Oregon, was added as
representative of the small ports in the
Columbia River area.
International President Harry
Bridges will continue to be chairman
and spokesman for the Committee, with
the other international officers as exofficio members of the Negotiating
Committee.
In further completing details involving administration of the contract the
caucus reaffirmed the present membership of the Trustees of the Welfare and
Pensions Funds and Henry Schmidt,
Local 10, as Pension Director. Gerard
Preston, Local 34, replaced the.current
clerk representative as trustee of the
Coast Pro Rata Committee.
George Kuvakas, president of Local
13, Wilmington, chaired the Caucus.
Michael Johnson of Local 34, San Francisco, was secretary.

Unemployment Compensation Extension Aids 20,000 in Washington State
As officials moved to put the emerOLYMPIA — An estimated 20,000 ;lions for benefits would begin the week
workers will be eligible for extended of April 10. He urged workers to report gency program into effect it was also
unemployment compensation payments on the day previously assigned to them announced that 9.8 percent of the
state's labor force of 1,069,000 is withunder the federal-state emergency pro- in order to avoid a "first day jam."
Governor Albert Rosellini hailed the out work although only 76,000 of them
gram, it is announced here by Otto
Johnson, acting director of the Em- emergency program saying that it will were drawing unemployment insurance
mean an additional $7.2 million in un- .benefits.
ployment Security Department.
March also saw the Seattle area
Following a conference with federal employment benefits between now and
officials on the new law enacted by the end of the present benefit year on (King and Snohomish counties) on the
new list of 25 majcir industrial areas
Congress,' Johnson -said'that applica- June 30.
L

now suffering from substantial unemployment. The US Department of Labor
said that the jobless rate in the Seattle
area is 8.4 percent or 38,400 out of a
civilian work force of 454,400.
The job picture across the state remains spotty, Johnson said, with a low
a 5 percent in Ephrata and a high of

36.7 in the Colville area.
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No Contes in Isla ds ILWU Convention Marks
Hawaii
3 to be elected High Point of Harmony
• OOOOO • • • S

Joseph (Blurr) Kealalio
Local 142, (Longshore)

• • ••

Thomas S.'Yogi
Local 142, (Sugar)

.„....2 to he elected

Southern California.•.• • •

Louis R. Sherman
Local 26, Los Angeles

Tadashi (Costner) Ogawa
Local '142 (Genl. Trades)

Bill Ward

Local 13, Wilmington

• John J; Royal
Local 33, San Pedro

Teamsters Urge US Action on
Automation Unemployment

-

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Collective
bargaining can only provide stop-gap
measures to deal with uneMployment
caused by automation, and a comprehensive national policy to bring about
full employment is vitally urgent,
Teamster Executive Vice President
Harold J. Gibbons told a subcommittee
of the House of Representatives recently.
Gibbons told the House Subcommittee on Unemployinent that "those who
cannot find jobs are not going to die
in the streets. Something must be done
to help them."
Ile emphasized that the Teamsters
Union "is in no way opposed to automation and technological progress.
Automation is good. Where we fall
down is in the area of what we do with
automation. Unless there is mass purchasing blower through full employment, the American people cannot buy
the ioods produced by automated factories. Unless we achieve higher wages,
these goods cannot be buught. Wel do
not have enough millionaires in this
country to buy back the fruits of automation."
Gibbons said the challenge of America is "to think, not in terms of an
economy of scarcity, but an economy
of abundance. Automation can be used
to serve men, and to free men. But
economic progress must be equated
with human needs. For this we need
a consitantly expanding economy. Full
employment is the answer.''
The House subcommittee, headed ,by
Representative Elmer Holland (D.,
Pa.), heard the Teamster vice president declare that the unemployment
problem must be tackled on a national
scale "if technological progress is to
be orderly."
' He said that labor and management
should continue to seek out solutions

to the problems created by automation
but that "these private solutions, in
the final analysis, can only be limited
and temporary. *Collective bargaining
affects only a fraction of our total
economy. Other factors—tax, nionetary
credit and fiscal policy, etc.—are more
far-reaching in thei\r consequences. A
proper national economic and social
environment is neceSsary_ to noahe the
•achievements of labor-management cooperation successful."
This calls, Gibbons said, for effective
implementation of the Employment Act
of 1946 so. as "to provide a constantly
expanding economy. We need increased
consumer purchasing power to match
our growing productive ,capacity and
increased business investment to further'create employment and stimulate
consumption."

:Harry Cule•Passes
PORTLAND — Death came recently
for Harry Cule, _long time longshoreman, who had been on Local 8's "permanently disabled and sick" list since
1945 as the result of an industrial injury.

(Continued from page 1)
and others who hit the mike on it.
(See Page 9.) Among 33 policy statements adopted by the Convention, many
of them Were bitterly critical of the
misleadership of the AFL-CIO hierarchy and its blind attachment to the
Kennedy administration.
RENOMINATED
President Harry. Bridges, Vice President J. R. (Bob) Robertson, and Secretary-Treasurer Goldblatt were unanimously repominated to succeed themselves. They will go on the referendum
-ballot running against write-in spaces.
There will be contests for executive
board places in all areas with the ex•
ception of Hawaii. •
On April 5 President Bridges was
twice excused from sessions of the convention in order to address the First
Legislature of the State of Hawaii. Vice
President J. R. Robertson presided in
his absence.
Bridges addressed the House of Representatives in the morning along with
Randolph Sevier, president of Matson
Navigation Company, and again the
Hawaii State Senate in the afternoon.
Both houses adopted resolutions welcoming the ILWU convention and lauding the "epoch making" mechanization
agreement reached last year between
the ILWU on behalf of West Coast
longshoremen and shipsclerks and the
Pacific Maritime Association, the employing organization, representing
steadiship and stevedoring companies.
Among Hawaiian political leaders
addressing the convention were Mayor
Neil Blaisdell of Honolulu, Governor
William F. Quinn of Hawaii, Representative Dan Inouye, Hawaii's lone
and first congressman, ;US Senator
Hiram Fong and 'former Delegate to
Congress Jack Burns.
The convention proposed an assessment.of $1 to be collected in two 50cent payments, to finance rank and file
delegations on studies of life and labor
in foreign countries. The proposal will
go oil the referendum election ballot.
AREA CAUCUSES HELD
Nominees for executive board places
were submitted by area caucuses. Hawaii, with three places on the board,
will have no contest, with only three
being nominated. They are Thomas
Yagi, Joseph (Blurr) Kealalio and
Tadashi (Castner) Ogawa,.allrnembers
of Local 142.
Four running for two places in the
Alaska-Puget Sound area are George
Oldham, Local 19, Seattle; Frank Andrews, Local 47, Olympia, Wash.; Terrence Sweeney, Local 52,.Seattle,
George Wallace, Local 7, Bellingham,
Wash.
Two will contest for one place- from
OregA and the Columbia River Area..
They are Charles Ross, Local 8, Portland, and Harold Laharty, Local 12,
North Bend, Ore.
Running for three places from the
Northern California area are Henry
Schmidt, Local 10, San Francisco;
Charles Duarte, Local 6,San Francisco;
Frank Thompson, Local 17, Broderick,
Calif.; Michael Johnson, Local 34, San
Francisco, and Philip Badalamenti, Local 54, Stockton.
Three who will run for two offices
from the Southern California area are
William Watd, Local 13, Wilmington;

and

Sears' Monthly Payment Rates Found
High, Hard for Customers to Figure
MADISON, Wis. — Sears' monthly
payment 'tables are confusing, and few
buyers can figure true interest from
them, says Credit Union Bridge.
"Without being designed to mislead,
the tables are confusing," the Bridge
says. Sears tells what a buyer's monthly
payments will be and how many,' but
"if you want to know the true interest
rate—so you can decide whether to borrow or Use your savings—you have to
be quite ,a wizard."
If an installment contract balance is

$25, the buyer will be charged $3—
seven monthly payments- of $4 each.
This is true annual interest of 36 percent. "This is the highest rate Sears
charges, and it is unusual," the Bridge
says. On larger amounts Sears' rates
"usually run from 20 percent down to
15,percent."
.At a credit union, the buyer above
would pay not $3 interest but 97c. On
$337, paid off in 18 Months,. Sears
charges $41 and a credit union $33.

John Royal, Local 33, San Pedro, and
Louis Sherman, Local 26, Los Angeles.
In Canada two will contest for one
place. They are Robert Crane, Local
502, New Westminster, and Bev Dunphy, Local .501, Vancouver.
Selected by the convention to represent the union at the Seventh World
Peace Conference in Japan in August
of this year was Bob Moore, Local 6,
Oakland Division. The convention delegates put up $1,473 out of their personal pockets to finance the delegate.
The convention amended the union's
constitution to abolish the position of
second 'ice president.
The position of second vice president
had been held for 13 years by Germain
Bulcke, a member of San Francisco
Longshore Local 10. Bulcke resigned
last fall after being appointed area
arbitrator in Los Angeles under the
Coast agreement between ILWU and
the Pacific Maritime Association.
Adopting recommendations of the
Constitution Committee, headed by
George Kuvakas of Wilmington, Calif.,
-the convention also increased the salaries for the three titled positions in
the union to $260 per week for the
president and to $245 per week for the
vice president and the secretary-treasurer.
TAX SETTLEMENT APPROVED
Per capita to the international union
from locals was increased to $1.20 per
month per member. It had been $1.
Another constitutional change increased the period of membership necessary to acquire transfer privileges
from one to three years.
The convention approved a report of
the Committee on Publicity and Education, chaired by George Lee of Los Angeles, which called for an organized effort to seek wider distribution of the
union's newspaper, The Dispatcher,
within the labor movement, and possible supplementary publications
geared chiefly toward trade unionists
outside ILWU ranks.
The committee's report also included
a number of detailed plans for improving the union's educational services
which were.approved.
The convention voted to- approve a
proposed settlement of a $225,000 income tax claim against President
*Bridges, Vice President Robertson and
Executive Board Member Henry
Schmidt for -approximately $11,000.
The internal revenue service had
claimed the tax due on monies raised
in 1949 for legal defense of the three
when they were accused of conspiracy
in connection with Bridges' naturalization. All were cleared by the Supreme
Court of the United States.
The convention recognized the debt
as a debt of the union and ordered it
paid after hearing that a court fight
against it would be prohibitively costly.
The delegates were also assured .that it
would set no precedent.
•

Welfare Work Bill Passed
SALEM —The House has adopted
HB 1127, the "forced labor" welfare
work measure opposed by the union
lobby.

Another Portland
Scab Arrested
PORTLAND—The latest newspaper strike breaker to hit the police
blotter here is Harry L. Neal, exLouisianian, who pleaded guilty to a
charge of shop lifting.
He joined the long list of Oregonian Journal scabs, whose arrests—on•
charges of assorted crimes and misdemeanors ranging from rape and
car theft to drunken driving—have.
enlivened police reports since the
publishers started bringing in labor
mercenaries over a year ago, in their
attempt to smash,qie,ERrtland news-,
paper unions.
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Surntharies of Policy Statements Adopted byILWU Convention
• Following are abridged or summarized versions of statements of policy
adopted by the 14th Biennial Convention of the ILWU in Honolulu, Hawaii, April 3 to 7:

to pursue its traditional methods of building trade union unity wherever
possible and with whatever workers are moving along the same path as
our members.

1. Impact of Automation

6. International Brotherhood of Teamsters

2. Overseas Delegations

7. Political Action.

The rank and file members and leaders of the Teamsters' Union deJust about every American worker has seen for himself some new mathe congratulations'of the entire labor movement for their successful
serve
chine or some new method which on the one hand makes labor more
fight
to
preserve'their integrity and the independence of that union. ...
productive and on the other hand enables the employer to operate with
Anti-union
employers and newspapers were out for blood. And to their
fewer workers.... In the ILWU the impact is very obvious....
eternal disgrace the leaders of the AFL-CIO joined the pack. ...
It must be recognized that reduced hours with no loss of earnings canDespite all of this the IBT continued on the path of unity and consolinot be won except by'a major battle on a broad front. ... Unfortunately, dation of its own ranks, or organizing new workers in impressive numbers
the AFL-CIO is too preoccupied with the Cold War to mount the vigorous and of marking up new collective bargaining gains....
type of-campaign necessary.
•
The ILWU recognizes these achievements. We are well aware how
In the conviction that it is never too late to begin, the ILWU issues a much can be gained for the members of both the ILWU and the Teamsters
_call to all the rest of the American labor movement to unite in a program by solid working relations, by joint approaches to organizing, by the avoidfor a shorter work day or work' week, without overtime and without moon- ance or settlement of jurisdictional disputes and wherever possible or
lighting.
appropriate, by a coordinated policy on collective bargaining.
Our overseas delegations were unique because they consisted ,of rank
and file members of our union who saw for themselves what was going on
in important areas of Europe, Latin America and Africa. ... We believe
that the delegations have demonstrated that rank and 'file workers, some
labor officials and government officials to the contrary notwithstanding,
are capable of understanding events abroad. • They have begun imparting their knowledge to our entire union.
The program is a proven success. The experiment has paid off, and it
is our firm conviction that it should be continued during the next two years:

3. Pacific-Asian Dockworkers Conference
ILWU participation in the All Pacific and Asian Dock Workers' Conference in Tokyo in May, 1959, was an important contribution toward putting
into action the union's long-standing program of cooberating with other
waterfront labor organizations throughout the world.... The conference
demonstrated the need for joint action by the workers of this area in winfling the rights of union organization in a number of countries and in improving the appalling working conditions of waterfront workers in some
parts of Asia.... We will again extend our full cooperation in the Convening of a second- conference of waterfront unions throughout the Pacific
and Asian areas which is being planned for the summer of 1961.

4. Mexican Labor Leaders
We call upon the Government of Mexico to give the railroad workers'
union of Mexico their just rights, to cease government control of the railway workers' union, to permit the workers to resume democratic control
of the union, and ... to put a stop to the imprisonment, torture and murder of honest labor leaders and especially to free Demetrio Vallejo.

5. Unity of Labor

The absence of a strong, aggressive, independent labor movement with
trade union answers and a trade union program means trouble for the
American'people. It is an illusion to hope that by some magic—even with
the best of intentions—that this administration will come up With a set of
pat answers which will put the world straight again. Without the pressure
and the demands of a hard-hit4ing labor movement to the left of the
administration, there will be no major 'break-through on behalf of the
American people. ..
For those in labor who support the new administration and for those
who are skeptical and even suspicious there is still common ground for
working together by advancing labor's own program.... There is a real
chance to convince the present administration and Congress that the American labor movement is not a political captive and that it -can and will
make itself heard effectively.

8. The Developing Economic Crisis
The United States today again presents sharply the old paradox of
poverty amidst plenty. . We say that chronic large-scale unemployment is intolerable. We are not impressed by those who say that we have
to put up with a growing "normal" unemployment because it is a part of
the American way of life..... This convention commits the ILWU to Struggle in all possible ways, and with all possible allies, to put an end to unemployment.

9. National Health Insurance

The time is fipe to begin a- new drive fbr publicly financed medical

care. . .. This convention reiterates our long-standing support for a national health insurance program along the lines of the British system,
financed out of general revenues and available to all. ...
As q first step, we urge that campaigns be initiated, in the individual
states, as has been done in Canada, province by province. There the program started with hospital coverage and is now being extended to medical
care. After a few years the federal government adopted legislation to subsidize the plans.

It is no accident that one of the main activities of the AFL-CIO leadership in the United States today is to block efforts by workers and local
unions to work together in a purposeful way. The test is not whether the
members will benefit but whether the AFL-CIO top leaders will approve.
And this test is also pursued internationally to throw roadblocks into union
relationships which cannot be controlled by or directed from the top and 10. Social Security
We demand: extension of the Act to provide free and comprehensive
along lines which the top has laid down....
and hospital care for all beneficiaries; substantial increase in benemedical
The danger is that behind the cloak of the administration's crisis polreduced retirement age to 60 for men and women with full
amounts;
fit
union
goals
be
will
icies, rank and file cooperation and unity for tradedisability provisions.
liberalized
benefits;
will
ILWU
continue'
the
this
To
meet
dissipated.
further weakened and

11. Longshore
Compensation Act
We propose: amendments to update the benefit structure as provided by the Zalenko bill; further
action to make the actual maximum
weekly benefit equal to two-thirds
of weekly earnings; modernization
of rehabilitation provisions; extension of time limit for filing claims
from 1 to 5 years; a liberalized definition of permanent and total disability.

12. Civil Rights
The fight of the Negro people In
the United States for full equality
in every walk of life has become an
overriding national — and international issue ... the major force for
civil rights has been the action of
the Negro people, particularly in
the South....
The federal government continues
to drag its feet. Civil rights legislation, pledged in both 1960 political
conventions, remains a political fQotball — and is getting exactly nowhere in the present Congress. .
The need for action is imperative:
... The ILWU will continue even
more energetically than in the past
press for making equality of all
to
Almost every 'delegate among the almost 400 present hit the miie at one time or peoples a reality, not in some distant
another during the sessions of the ILWU 14th Biennial Convention. Here are four, and ever-postponed future,. but right
Eugene R. Bailey, Local 12, North Bend, Oregon; Robert Rohatch, Local 10, now.
Francisco;
San
34,
Michael Johnson, Local
San Francisco, and Martin Callaghan, Local 10, San Francisco.

They. Hit the Mike

rio•
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"War Can No Longer Decide Issues Dividing the World"
13. Civil Liberties

3 A.

McCarthyism is again resurgent.
The erosion of basic American liberties continues at alarming speed.
The storm signals are all too obvious. . . . The'ILWU has consistently fought for preservation of the
Bill of Rights. It must continue to
do so, rallying support both inside
and outside its ranks for a vigorous fight to abolish the House unAmerican Activities and to combat
other groups and tendencies which
challenge the Constitutional liberties of the American people.

14. Linus Carl Nulling
The delegates salute Dr. Linus
Pauling. . . . Besides being a distinguished fighter for peace, he has
become a champion of a free society.
Dr. and Mrs. Pauling are now circulating a petition . . . (which) ...
asks that nuclear weapons be confined to those nations which now
have them. ... The delegates share
their deep concern that the stockpiling of nuclear weapons endangers peace and concur in their hope
that no additional countries will obtain such weapons. We urge that the
nuclear powers move with all possible dispatch toward a ban of nuclear testing as a first step toward
universal disarmament.

15. Growing Restrictions
On Labor
The passage of Taft-Hartley in
1947 marked the beginning of an upAl Maderos, business agent of Local 70, Teamsters Union in Oakland, California, at
rising in peacetime restrictions on
left, was a vocal fraternal delegate to the ILWU 14th Biennial Conventio n in Honolulu.
the activities of labor organizations. George Lee, Vice President of Local 26, hit the .mike on several occasions, including the report, of the Publicity and
... In 1959 the Kennedy-Landrum- Educational Committee of which he was chairman; and Harold Shin, Local 142, Hawaii, was eminently vocal on sev.
Griffin law added new restrictions eral subjects.
•
and now the prospect is that the
begin ithmediately to develop a program to put unemshould
government
wages.
and
strikes
over
controls
new
seek
Kennedy administration will
ployed
on government financed projects at union rates
workers
work
to
designed
is
appointed,
already
Council,
Advisory
agement
The Labor-Man
to curb militant action and the administration's clear intent is to move of pay,. and insofar as possible, at their usual occupations. into and control all important contract negotiations. . . .
.21. Economic Planning
Until these laws are removed from the book, the ILWU will continue
Automation proceeds in an entirely unplanned fashion. When workers
its policy of fighting for the best interests of its members even if it involves are displaced ,in one area no one tries to figure Out what other jobs they
tangling with the laws.
might fill or offers them training for such jobs as are available. Coal has
been replaced by oil and natural gas as a fuel, but no plan is made to take
16. The Vendetta Against Mine-Mill
care of the idled coal miners. American corporations build plants abroad
The conviction of nine leaders of the International Union of Mine, Mill without giving thought to the American workers who lose their jobs. These
and Smelter Workers for alleged conspiracy to violate the non-Communist are but illustrations of the confusion and chaos that result from wholesale
oath provision of the Taft-Hartley Act climaxes a long and disgraceful dependence upon the profit motive as the basic guide for economic develhistory of persecution. ... The conspiracy statutes have been particularly opment.
elastic in cases against unions. . . . Important sections of the labor moveThere are clear indications that the Kennedy administration is moving
ment have begun to understand the danger of the conspiracy gimmick.
a kind Of planning which would be harmful to labor and harmful to
toward
the
frameup.
condemns
... ILWU
the American people . .. the general principle which we think should govern is that to whatever extent private industry cannot provide jobs and
17. The Walter Screening BillThis (Walter) bill poses a serious threat to every waterfront and mer- maintain a sufficient rate of economic growth, the federal government has
chant marine worker who practices his American right to think, speak an obligation to step in and do so. This is the kind of economic planning
that the ILWU supports.
and associate as he pleases. . ..
This new screening program is part of a series aimed at industrial workers, professional people and teachers. . . developed to overturn or circum- 22. The Cold War
There can be no real solution to the many problems besetting the
vent court decisions requiring the government to observe due process rights
and all other working people today until the Cold War is ended
American
in its security measures. Before the courts can catch up with the illegalities
enormous
burden of the arms expenditures is lifted from their
and
.the
in
of it, vast harm can be caused. . . . The ILWU serves notice now that,
too long permitted the generals and the politicians to
.
have
backs.
We
.
.
to
union
full
the
use
the
of
will
strength
event
the
it
bill is enacted,
the
identify
security
and the American way of life with military
American
protect any member.
strength.
18. The Walter-McGarran Act
War can no longer decide the issues which divide the world. Once we
Immigrants coming into this country by the hundreds of'thousands each recognize this and tailor an American foreign policy to the reality of the
year are being placed into second class citizenship, even after being granted social changes going on, our national life will take on a new vigor and a
citizenship papers. The convention urges the Congress to repeal or amend new pUrpose to the benefit of ourselves and of all mankind.
the Act in order to eliminate all discriminatory features and to provide
for a five-year statute of limitations on denaturalization and deportation. 23. National Peace Agency
The Convention goes on record endorsing the enactment of FIR 3186
19. ILWU Federated Auxiliaries
creating a NatiOnal Peace Agency with the suggestion that representatives
The auxiliaries have.been of help in all union activities. They have also of labor be included in such a body.
provided an important link between our union and the community. They
have participated in numerous community activities, thus adding new pres- 24. Cuba
(See Page 2, "On the Beam").
tige for our union. We salute their progress and pledge full support of the
union.
25. China
The continued non-recognition of China by. the United States and the
20. Program to Deal With Unemployment
The federal personal income tax should be sharply cut, particularly at absurd policy of opposing China''s entrance into the UN.serve's no good
lower levels of income, either by giving everyone a flat amount of rebate purpose. Non-recognition and the continued support of the dying Chiang
irrespective of the size of his income, or by increasing the amount of ex- Kai Shek regime on Formosa perpetuates a situation which steadily eats
emption allowed so as to wipe out the tax for low income workers. Serious away at peaceful relations in that part of the world.
Every month that passes makes it more difficult for the US to recap.;
consideration should be given to refunding the full income tax of all Who
.(Continued on Pagq151,
have exhausted their unemployment compensation benefits. Secondly, the
0. ,!..

More en the Mle
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Robertson Reports to Convention'
On Organizing Progress, Problems
HONOLULU, Hawaii — ILWU Vice
President J. R. Robertson told the 14th
Biennial Convention here that we are
making more organizing progress than,
most other labor organizations — but
added that this is far from enough.
Robertson urged more intensive organizing efforts as "our salvation."
"We have made progress in the past
two years compared to other unions
comparable in membership to ours,"
Robertson said. "We have been able to
bring in 4,000 new members.
Robertson added however that the
bnion is losing some of these members
"through attrition and modernization
so that although we report substantial
progress, we have only been able to
hold our own. The membership totals
approximately the same as two years
ago."
Robertson pointed out that most unions are losing membership and are
actually, bringing in few new members
if any.
COOPERATION CITED
,
lie •described the Kennedy-LandrumGriffin Act as a "real;weight around
our neck" and said it is making the job
of organization more difficult for
ILWU as well as for all other unions.
Robertson said that it cost ILWU
about $73 to organize and serviCe each
new member as contrasted to costs of
from $500 to $9000 reported by AFLCIO unions.
"ILWU gains," Robertson said, "have
been achieved by developing-a program
of cooperation and coordination with
other unions, particularly the Teatnsters Union.
"As Brother Bridges pointed out,
these two organizations have been developing alliances at the top level to
bring about closer relationship and we
-have been reaping benefits of such an
association. In every•local area that we
have been able to apply this-program,
this is the way it has worked out."
JOBLESS PROBLEM CITED
Robertson said that the ILWU will
continue to cooperate with other unions-and is "going to work to encourage every local group to join with us
and organize every possilSle alliance
that will help to bring workers under
the banner of organized labor. Arnd if
every worker organized doesn't come
into the ILWU, they are much better
.off if they are organized into some
union they can live with."
The ILWU vice president emphasized
the problems posed by unemployment
-for the organized labor movement.
"Every day, week and year," he said,
"this problem will grow because addi".,•;;ZAtr

cause he has been brainwashed by his
tional people are coming into the labor
movement.
"Medical science has increased the
life expectancy, of a man by 7 to 15
years and with a population increase,
we find a very complex problem confronting us. As unemployment grows,
the unemployed workers seem to shy
away from getting into a union be-

employer."
"If the basic policies and programs
that the ILWU adopted are good
enough for us," Robertson said, "they
are good for the whole American
people.
What is needed, he said, is reaching
broader sections of the American
people with ILWU activities and programs.

Convention Thanks Local 142
For Serving as Gracious Host
HONOLULU—ILWU Local .142 received a standing ovatign of thanks
from ILWU's 14th Biennial Annual
Convention and with good reason—
the entertainment was good, plus.
Topped by a- big luau at ILWU Local 142's beautiful building, which included foods, drinks, hula dancers,
Hawaiian music, singers, kind words
of greeting from the principle public
figures of the islands and dancing until energy ran out, the entertaininent
was designed to see to it that no delegate or any delegates' wives had time
to be bored.
On the day before .the convention
the delegates in three big buses were
taken on a trip around the island of
Oahu via Koko Head to Kaawa Beach
Park for lunch, to Haleiwa Beach
Park for afternoon refreshments, and
P

Canadians Back
Pauling Petition
• VANCOUVER, B. C.—Thousands
of residents here, including important sections of labor, are signing
the Pauling peace petition which
calls for a stop to the spread of nuclear weapons.
The campaign for signatures included petitioning on the city'g busy
downtown streets on Saturday April
15th.
Earlier, the Vancouver Labor
Council, which represents about 60,000 trade unionists, adopted a
resolution sponsored by the Oil &
Chemical Workers which called for
withdrawal of Canada from military
alliances such as NATO and
NORAD. The resolution demanded
that Canada not accept nuclear weapons and also demanded a policy of
unilateral disarmament for Canada.

returned to Honolulu at the end of the
day.
The afternoon of April 3 wives and
those delegates not busy with .committee work weie taken on a tour of
the lathed Bishop Museum. The next
morning- camera enthusiasts had a
chance to get color pictures of hula
dancers on the Waikiki Natatorium
lawn. Following that they visited the
adjacent Waikiki aquarium , with . its
famous collection of fish and I•narine
life from Pacific waters.
Following' a dutch-treat lunch at
the Waikiki Tropics, the Village . Ulu
Malu at Ala Moana Park was visited.
- Further entertainment included a
cruise around Pearl Harbor, tours of
the Dole Pineapple Cannery and the
Oahu Sugar Company Mill, a sightseeing trip around Honolulu,'and ringside seats at the "Hawaii Calls" radio
progfam broadcast.
Newton Miyagi, secretary-treasurer
of local 142, was general chairman of
convention arrangements. Vice- president Constantine Samson arranged
hotel accommodations and bus transportation, Joe (Blurr) Kealalio organized the luau, Saburo Tijisaki took
care of the tours and sightseeing
trips, • and Dave Thompson , was in
charge,of Convention Hall displays
Jose Corpuz was responsible for the
Convention Hall decorations and T.
Oshiro took care of administrative details.

Tacoma to Construct
Grain Elevator Pier
TACOMA — Work is scheduled to
start in May on the construction of a
new grain elevator pier at the Port of
Tacoma. The new unit will c6st something in excess of $700,000. Currently
under construction is a new 1,200 foot
bulk cargo pier in the Sitcum Waterway.

These photographs are canclii
biennial convention during ti•
in Honolulu. While too many delegate's are pictured
members of ILWU locals will have little difficulty in
grouped together behind signs indicating their states

The Pictures

4.*.%ftwesista.,.

idid shots of the delegates to the ILWU 14th
the five days of sessions from April 3 to 7
ed to make it possible to list all their names,
in finding their delegates, who generally sat
tes or areas.
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oh laid Tells )'elegates Cold War
Is Main Barrier to Labor Progress
• HONOLULU, Hawaii—ILWU
tary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt told the
union's 14th biennial convention here
that the Cold 'war is the major Obstacle
to organized labor gains and to social
progress for the American people.
In a Speech regarded by many delegates as one of the most effective'at
the convention,' Goldblatt said preservation and extension of democracy

depend on ending the cold war.
Speaking in support of the statement
of policy on the cold war and of the
section of .the Officers ,Report on, the
same subject, Goldblatt declared:
"One thing should be clear.- The
moment a nation is thrown into a state
of war, basically that country will make
no attempt at progress or other
changes. Quite the contrary. The whole

Outward .p.roach in ILWU
Publicity, Education A opted
HONOLULU, Hawaii—The 14th Bi- rials or subscriptions to The Dispatchennial Convention of ILWU adopted a er, to local high schooJs and colleges.
policy of,looking outwards towards the
Specific recommendations on The
rest of the labor movement in connec- *Dispateller included use of a larger
tion with The Dispatcher and the un- body type:. better coverage of news
ion's publicity and educational activi- from ion's, especially Hawaii .and
ties.
Southern .California; and more inforThe contention adogted a report of mation about labor developments • in
the Committee on Publicity and Educa- other unions and 'abroad, especially in
tion urging an • "Organized effort to the acific Basin and Latin America.
seek wider distribution within the labor
movement for,The. Dispatcher, and possibly for supplementary publications to
be •issued by our union and geared
chiefly toward trade unionists outside
our ranks."
PORTLAND—At the last stop work
The recommendation ,was based on
meeting, Local 8 voted to. donate $1,000
proposals outlined in the Officers' Reto Little League baseball.
port to the convention, George Lee of
The local has been sponsoring Little
Local 13,. Wilmington, was,chairmansof
the Committee, and David Thompson of League teams for "about . ten years,
and this has become a recognized part
Local 142 wassecretary.
"We agree,-with the Officers' Re- of the contribution we. try. to make to
port," the committee said; "that it is youth and community'welfare," Secregood insurance to build up understand- tary Fred Huntsinger said. ,1
Last year, one of these teams, the
ing outshle the II:WU of programs,
policies, and achievements of the union. Madison, batted its -waY to the state
This can be done most effectively by championship; and went on to win seclocal initiative, and locals should make ond place in the regional playoffs in
it the .business to carry the ILWU Montana. • . 'The local's baseball committee last
story to their neighbors."
-Activities recommended to locals\ in- season. was headed by Mike Sickinger,
cluded furnishing books to schools and a pioneer in the local's Little' League
public libraries', cooperating with other effort. Other members included C. H.
labor or civic groups sponsoring radio Anderson, Fred Brown, Ernie Baker,
programs and forums, purchasing sub- Glenn Burns,- Vic, MuSsman, Adolph
scriptions to The Dispatcher for mail- SataliCh and John Rag.ni.
ing to community leaders', legislators,
ministers, and,libraries;'sending volunRE:4e Protees
teer speakers to church, fraternal,
Locci,C Members. ,
'school and. other'groups.
Issuing of additional ILWU organiPORTLAND—Local 8 has adopted a
zational and edueational pamphlets was mofrib2rship Work rule providing'that
also urged in the report.
any member taking a job on a log raft
The report proposed that ILWU lo- must wear a life jacket when he goes
cais'make special efforts to combat over the rail onto the.raft, and "wear
anti-labor propaganda in the schools it until he comes back off the water,"
by furnishing speakers, library mate- Secretary Fred Huntsinger said..

Local 8 Supports
Little League Ball

evs!

concept of a war is that you are hanging onto what you have and someone
else is threatening to,take it away, so
that.what you are fighting for is what
you presently have or a status qno.
COLD WAR RULES
"All of you ,know that" in many respects that was done in World War II,
and willingly, because we believed war
came first. The moment the cold war
came on, the same rules began to seep
through the American economy,and the
thinking Of all people, because war rules
were applied_ For example, one of the'
rules of war is that the enemy of my
enemy is. my friend.
"When those same rules are applied
to something like the cold war, what
happens? You, begin to adopt this rule
that the enemy of my friend is my
friend, and who do you wind up .with?
Chia-ng Kai Shek, Syngman Rhee,
Franco.and Trujillo.
"Suddenly we find.. ourselves so utterly immobilized as a country that we
can't even: speak out, damn Or criticize
anything. Dictatorships are things we
know the American people won't accept.
Once you. accept the concept of war,
you give up progress—not Only .here
but in every par of the world—and you
can do nothing about it.
'BOTTOMLESS:APPETITE'
"Then you're pushed one step further
•—to the war concept Of sacrifice, that
we have continuous crises • which we
seem to be having 'everyhour on the
hour. Theyll tell the American people:
Don't rock the boat-, don't ask for wage
increases, 'don't ask for more gains—
keep the status quo. And who takes the
full impact of. that? The American
people.
"And that's the reason - the labor
movement has lost its prestige. Then'
power is given to the military who. will
demand more money, more men, more
missiles. And people areIa supposed to
ask questions, because in a war the general makes the deci.si6iis,:the military
knows best. The military: has a neverending and bottomless appetite for
more money.
"And as the cold war goes along, the
people are told the only .way to save
democracy is to give up democracy. If
we believe in the cold- war, all we can
have is the -status quo...
•
"But we should condemn dictatorships and withdraw our 'support from
people like Syngman Rhee. We should
come. out as a fighting force for the
people against such policies. If we want
to sell detnocracy abroad, we must
practice it and end the cold war."
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Burns, Inouye Back ILWU
Right to Speak Up for Peace
HONOLULU, Hawaii—Two out"A distinguished person has'sugstanding political leaders here- warmly gested that the!MU should not condefended ILWU's right to take'a stand cern itself_with affairs outside laboron peace and foreign policy issues. -management relations," In o u ye said.
They were Representative Dan Inouye, "But I tell you the world is small and
the first congressman from the state of we must concern ourselves about world
Hawaii, and John Burns, former dele- affairs.
gate of Hawaii to Congress.
"I am concerned about the'suceess of
Without referring to him by name, 'the East-West Center which would give
both Representative Inouye and Burns- Hawaii an opportunity to bring about
took issue with Governor William F. better understanding between people.
Quinn who had earlier urged the con- thought foreign trade union delegavention to stick solely to trade union tions visiting the ILWU was a good
idea, that possibly they would get a
• issues.
better concept of democracy. But the
State Department turned down their
requests for visas."
Referring to Quinn's criticisms of
ILWU, Burns said that the union "has
done more to advance the cause of
Americanism than many organizations
I can think of."
.Hitting the denial of visas to foreign
SEATTLE—Failure of the state leg- trade 'union leaders invited to the conislature to enact an "open occupancy" vention he asked:
housing measure has jeopardized all the
"Are we sci weak? Is our form of
gains made by minority groups in other government and our belief in that form
fields, it is minted out by the Wash- so weak that we cannot share this exington State Adivosry Committee in a perience, place it along side the sysreport to the US Commission on Civil tems of other people, invite com.pariRepresentative Dan Inouye, Hawaii's first
Rights.
member of the House of Representatives,
sons with any other system in the
Sam Tarshis, vice chairman of the world?
is decked with a lei as he prepares to address the 14th biennial ILWU convengroup,.issued a statement on its behalf
"The American form of government tion in Honolulu.
which warned that "unless discriminathe greatest and best form of govis
tion in housing can be broken, all progernment
devised by man. As long as we
ress made against discrimination in emhave Americans like the members of
ployment and in other fields won't last.
the ILWU, we will make that governThe statement said that while "some ment work. We scan demonstrate by
progress" has been made in predomi- accomplishment that ours is the best
nately white neigborhoods in respect to form of government."
• SALEM—The labor lobby this week judges have been approved by a ways
Jewish and Oriental families there has
Holding up his 1959 ILWU conven- was jubilant over the first major win of and means subcommittee.
been no letting down of barriers gen. tion badge, Burns said:
the session—tabling of the 3-way workerally in the case of Negroes.
Baker charged that a bill for grant"Some people have said my appear- men's compensation bill SB 304, follow- ing "modest pay raises for our school
Tile principal road block to open occupency, the statement claimed, is the ance at the ILWU convention in Seattle ing a hearing in the house labor and in- teachers is still stalled in the state and
federal affairs committee."
real estate industry.- The statement cost me the governorship. But if I had dustries committee.
Further consideration of the measpraised the newly organized Central to, I'd do it all over again."
Other legislation labor is watching
ure, which squeaked through the Sen- includes a strong water pollution billBroker's Assn.., made up of firms which
ate several weeks ago by a two-vote which "emerged after a toothless water
are pledged to seek housing for minor- Alaska Steamship Line
margin, has been "indefinitely post- pollution measure passed by the Senate
ity groups in many "all white" areas in
Expands 'Container Fleet' poned" by the committee.
Seattle.
had some real corrective dentistry done
The US Commission also heard from
At the house hearing which pre- on it in" the House." The House version,
SEATTLE—With the completion of
the Washington State Board Against what the company calls a "face-lift- ceded the bill's demise, CRDC repre- Baker said, "would require the big
Discrimination and the Seattle Urban ing," the Fortuna has been added to sentative Ernest Baker served as companies to treat their refuse and do
their share in cleaning up the rivers
League. Rex Jones, Board spokesman, the Alaska Steamship Co.'s "container spokesman for the entire labor lobby.
said-that housing discrimination "leads fleet." The line now has four such comThe House last week approved a plan and streams around the state."
to difficulty for Negroes in obtaining pletely' containerized carriers in the for distributing surplus food" to the
Meanwhile, with only two weeks or
good jobs."
state's hungry—estimated in excess of so left of the session, a veto storm was
Alaska service.
Edwin T. Pratt, League acting execuThe Fortuna left Seattle with vans 118,000.
brewing, Baker said, over the GoverThe bill, which leaves -participation nor's threat to red pencil a truck tax
tive director, said that while there are stacked two high on her decks. The
some incidents of police brutality to- $100,000 remodeling job gives the For- in the plan up to the decision of the bill passed by both houses.
ward minority groups "in general the tuna the same characteristics as other individual counties, appropriates $702,The measure (which has since been
administration of justice in Seattle members of the-"container fleet"—the 240 as the state's 70 percent ghare of recalled for possible
amendment) would
distribution costs. Retail value of the cost the state about $1
tends to be color-blind."
Chena, Nadina and Iliamna.
million in revefood each recipient would receive nue by cutting taxes
for the trucking
monthly, under the plan, runv to about industry, Baker said.
$4.85.
The bill is now back in the Senate
for approval -of House-added amend- Driver's Age Bill Tabled
SALEM—A bill to raise the driver's
ments. About 30 of Oregon's 36 counties—one of which is Coos County— age from 16 to 18 has been tabled by
have indicated they will put the pro- the House highways committee.
gram into effect as pon as the bill is
passed.
CIVIL DEFENSE CUT
The civil defense boondoggle met
enough opposition at state level to get
$137,571 hacked off the civil defense
-SAN FRANCISCO—Time limits
appropriation bill here. The CRDC at
have been set for sending out notices
its March meeting adopted a resolution
to men who took the health tests at
decrying the proposed "waste Of OreILWU
Local 10 headquarters and
gon tax money."
should see their doctors.
- Baker praised the governor, hc(wAll men with Kaiser Foundation
ever, for his efforts to expedite the excoverage under ILWU-PMA Welfare
tension of jobless benefits and said
will be notifed by May 1 if their
Oregon was one of the first states to
test results showed they should go
take advantage of the federal law proto the doctor.
viding for the 13 weeks extension of
If a man in the Kaiser Foundation
payments.
Plan hears nothing by May 1, his
TEACHER PAY BOOST STALLED
test results- showed he did not need
The log-ban bill, which would proto see a doctor for any of the dishibit the sending of logs harvested
eases checked for.
from Oregon state landS into foreign
Notices to men in the Insured Plan
commerce, passed the House on a 32
will start going out from the Calito 20 vote, with eight members exfornia State Health Department the
cused, Baker said. Constitutionality of
first week in May. The Health Dethe bill has been questioned, on the
partment will write those men who
grounds that only the federal governneed to see their doctor.
ment has power to regulate our forIf-a man in the Insured Plan hears
eign export.
nothing by the middle of May, his
John Burns, former delegate of Hawaii to
Recommendations for boosting the
test results showed no need to see
Congress, was a guest speaker at the ILWU' salaries of the Govern9r, other elechis doctor for any of the diseases
14th biennial convention in Hawaii. Burns paid a warm tribute to the union's tive state officials, and the pay of dischecked for.
record in bringing democracy to the island state.
trict, circuit and ,state supreme court
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Northwest
Parley acks
Deportees
SEATTLE — Federal legislation to
return two Portland deportation victims and to revise the Walter-McCarran immigration law, was supported at
a Northwest spring conference here
April 15 under the sponsorship of the
Washington Committee for the Protection of Foreign Born.
Representatives from Washington,
British Columbia and Oregon heard reports on the campaign on behalf of
Hamish Mackay and William Mackie
who were summarily deported to Canada and Finland respectively on the
grounds of alleged membership in the
Communist party some 25 years ago.
The conference urged increased activity in the circulation of petitions in
support of two measures on behalf of
Mackay and-Mackie (Senate Bills 420
,and 421) introduced by Senator Wayne
Morse (D., Oregon). In Portland on
April 11.
A British Columbia labor delegation
was led by W. J. Cameron, business
agent of Carpenters Local 452 of Vancouver, BC, and chainhan of the Mackay-Mackie Defense Committee in the
province.

vikt„

Auxil
Auxiliary Gal-Tc, Oiler

Present at the ILWU convention in Hawaii were many leaders and active
members of the union's Federated Auxiliaries who get together to discuss
past work and future work. Leff to right are Jeannette Whitney, Northern California Federated vice president; Harriet
Schuffier, Auxiliary 7, Stockton; Valerie Taylor, Federated president; Kay Skinner, Auxiliary 1, North Bend; Ruth Harris,
Southern California Federated vice president; Eve Badalamenii, Auxiliary 7, Stockton; Fay Irvine, Auxiliary 16, San
Francisco; an Dawn Rutter, Auxiliary 1 7, Oakland.

The Documefrted
(Continued from page 1)
actually exists behind the green cur-.
tam n of Retalhuleu.
"All access to the airfield is cut off.
Guards carrying rifles are posted at
every approach road. The strip, though
its reported 8,000 foot. length would
seem to be. rather short for handling
jet fighter • traffic, can nevertheless
manage these planes because it is at
sea level."
Am TRAINING DESCRIBED
On January 10, 1961 the,New York
Times carried a dispatch from Retalhuleu by Paul P. Kennedy stating:
"There is intensive daily air training here from a partly hidden airfield.
In the Cordillera foothills a few miles
back from the Pacific, commando-like
forces are being drilled in guerrilla
warfare tactics by foreign personnel,
mostly from the United States.
"The US.is assisting this effort not
only in personnel, material and with
the construction of ground and air fa-

cilities."
On January 22 the Louisville
Courier-Journal reported in a copyrighted article from - Miami that "the
Cuban liberation army's top four leaders" were planning to meet with representatives of the US Central Intelligence Agency "to negotiate for More
control of military preparations by the
exiled Cubans themselves.
"The US Government throur.r,h the
CIA and. other agencies, definitely has
been assisting the anti-Castro exiles
with money and some leadership," the
article said.
.
On February 3 President Kennedy
ordered a $9.4 million dollar program
of federal assistance for anti-Castro
Cubans in the United States. At the
same time, the US instituted a program
of placing these. anti-Castro refugees in
federal government jobs.
-On April 3 the State Department issued a lengthy White Paper announcing
the Castro regime as "a clear and pros:

S Cuban Operations

ent danger to the authentic and auton- attacks was made only last Thursday,
omotis revolution of the Americas—to as the B-26 flyers stated in Miami."
the whole hope of spreading political
As, invasion of Cuba began, 'Secreliberty, economic development and so- tary of State Dean Rusk expressed.
cial progress through all the Republics sympathy for the anti-Castro forces
of the hemisphere."
but declared, "There is not and will not,
A. New York Times dispatch from be any intervention there by the United
Rio de Janeiro April 9 said the Ken- States -forces."
nedy Administration's White Paper
Newspapers Of April 18 carried pho"has been received as the curtain call tographs of anti-Castro Cubans being
for a vioJent new act in the Cuban recruited in Miami. A caption under
drama." .
such a photo in the San Francisco
WRAPS TAKEN OFF
Chronicle said: "For the first time
Immediately after the appearance of Cuban exiles were recruited openly into
the White Paper, some of the wraps Miami station. Clandestine recruiting
were taken off the secrecy surrounding and training has been reported going
the training of anti-Castro forces in on 'several months, despite US neuthe US.
trality laws:"
A New York Times article from
CAMPS IN GUATEMALA'
Miami on April 6 reported:. "For nine
A New York Times dispatch from
months, Cuban exile military forces-. Guatemala on April 17 said:
dedicated to the overthrow of Premier
"It was taken for granted here that
Fidel Castro have been training in the' the attacking force came from the
United States as well as Latin America. camps in Guatemala where they had
"An army of 5,000 to 6,000 men con- been trained for, the last nine months.
stitutes the fighting arm of the anti- Some of the units may have come from.
Castro revolutionary council which was a camp in Louisiana.
formed in the US last month. Its pur"It was believed, however, that the
pose is the liberation of Cuba from troops left their camps a, day or two
what it describes as Communist rule of ago and were staged for the jump off
the Castro,regime." at a Caribbean island . . ."
The 14th Biennial ConOn April 15 widespread damage in
A headline in the San Francisco Exvention of ILWU in Hono- Cuba was ,caused by raids conducted by aminer of April 18 hopefully anlulu decided to send a B-26 bombers. At least eight persons nounced:
delegate to represent the were killed in the raids.
"US SET TO OK NEW REGIME"
ILWU at the Seventh
Castro charged that the US was reIn New Delhi, Prime Minister NeWorld Peace Conference sponsible for the raids and that the hru said he could not see "anY difto be held in Tokyo next planes had come from US 'bases in ference" between direct intervention by
August. A resolution of Guatemala. The charge was denied in US forces and "the kind of intervensupport for the confer- official statements which asserted that tion taking place now."
ence was fabled in favor the raid was conducted by rebels inBUSINESSMEN INTERESTED
of suggestiorls from the side Castro's own air force who had
The motivation behind US policy in
floor to the effect that defected and taken over the planes.
Cuba was suggested in an Associated
the outside world would
NEWSMEN SKEPTICAL
Press dispatch from New York April
know better how strongly
Responsible newspapermen were, 18:
the delegates felt about however, clearly skeptical about the
"American businessmen hoping to
the matter if the dele- official US story. On April 16 a story regain some of the billion dollars in.
gates themselves out of in the New York Times reported from .properties lost to Fidel Castro's govtheir own pockets .fi- Washington:
ernment, watch the fighting in Cuba
nanced a delegkte to it.
"Government officials were taking today with intense interest."
It was proposed that the cover here today from probing 'ques"In.Boston, a vice president of the
delegates contribute five tions on the point of origin of the 11-26 United Fruit Company said a $70 mildollars apiece strictly on planes which yesterday bombed three lion claim would be filed with any new
a voluntary basis. A mo- Cuban air force bases.
government that might depose Castro,"
tion to this effect was
"The questions were prompted by the story continued.
adopted and a total of some puzzling circumstahces attending
The United Fruit official was quoted
$1,473,was dropped into the attack and the statement made by as saying:
the hat bf the sergeant- one of the pilots who landed his dam"If a new and democratic governat-arms. Selected to aged bomber at Miami International ment succeeds, the United Fruit Commake the trip and repre- Airport.
pany hope to play a parts in the ,econsent ILWU was Bob
"One of the unanswered questions omy."
Moore, a delegate from. was how the president of the Cuban
These speculations proved premaWarehouse Local 6, San Revolutionary CotIncil in New York, ture. On April 20, Premier Castro anFrancisco. Carl Waiters Dr. Jose Miro Cardona, had advance nounced that the invasion had been
of Local 13, Wilmington', knowledge of the mission if the pilots crushed. US newsmen reported that the
was selected as an alter- were all members of the Cuban Air Cuban people had failed to support the
nate.
Force, and if the decision to make the invasion forces.
•
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Congress Crawls on Anti-Rec ssion
Measures While UnemploymentGrows

ILWU Warehouse
Pensioners Listed
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU Local
6 members retired under the warehouse pension include the following:
Nasario Alegria, Bissinger & Co.;
0. H. Barger, Nuland Farmers Assn.;
Gilbert Barnes, Fibreboard; Amedeo
Basciani, Guittard Chocolate Co.;
Fred G. Bottis, Best Foods, Inc.;
George D. Briglia, Hagstrom's Food
Stores Inc.; Ugo Buti, Albers Milling; Ernesto Calvi;' Guilio Cassini,
S. F. Whse. Co.; Alfred- Delgado,
Albers Milling Co.; Barbara F. Doyle,
Haas Bros.; Rodrigo Dominguez;
Louis Esaim, Farmer's Rice Growers
Corp.; H. Farfan, Albers Milling Co.
William D. Fowler, Stockton Hiring Hall;-Fortunato Fragozo,'Fibreboard; Manuel Freitas, Pabco Prod.
Inc.; Frank J.- GiIbert, 'slag Creek
Grain Terminal; Albert Goggiola,
Fibreboard.; Luigi Graciffa; Alfred
P. Gunderson, Scudder Fo4?cl Products; Hugh J. Harlos, Pillsbury Mills
Ind ;Albert M. Harris, Pabco Products Inc.; George Jones, S. F. News
Co.; Lewis Jones, Libby, McNeil)&
Libby; Anthony L. Joseph, Bert McDowell Co.
Patrick F. Killelea, S. F. Hiring
Hall; William P. Lange, Moore
Manuf. Co.; Alfredo Lencioni, Pacific Pipe Co.; Fidencis Lopez, Haslett Whse. Co.; John Maina, Bauer
Cooperage; August Marlia, Fibrebrand; Ancieto Martin, Hiram Walker; Harry R. Martin, Poultry Producers; Francis Murphy; Treasure
Nelson, The Alloys Co.; C. M.
Nuckles, M. D. Green Rice Mills;
Ruth Oakley, Standard Brands.

•
doors by the Ways and Means Com- or on measures for curing the recesmittee.-It includes a 10 percent increase sion.
As the New York Times summed up
in widows' benefits, a boost in the minimum benefit from $33 to $40, and the outlook: "The difficulty of winning
optional retirement, with reduced bene- on... comparatively non-controversial
issues has Administration leaders shakfits, for men at age 62.
backstrongly
were
ing their heads over the problems ahead
liberals
Although'
ing this measure, many complained in the big fights."
Meanwhile, President Kennedy shows
privately that it was "inadequate and
uninspiring." Conservatives leveled little disposition to change his basic
their fire at the optional retirement legislative approach or strategy. His
provision for men, saying it would immediate aim, as indicated at his
steam up pressure for lower retirement April 12 press conference, is to concentrate on passage of aid to depressed
levels in private industry plans.
areas, aid to dependent children, and
FIED
DISSATIS
LIBERALS
While floor action proceeded on mini- Social Security.
These, together with extension of
mum wage and Social Security, Senate
ment compensation benefits
unemploy
and House conferees were moving towage law improvements,
minimum
and
verdiffering
on
agreement
ward final
major proposals on the
five
the
were
.
sions of area redevelopment legislation
"priority
The single issue to be reconciled in the President's anti-recession
list:"
with
$394 million program for dealing
PLANS POSTPONED
areas of chronic unemployment was
appro-,
be
. Asked if "more far-reaching" prowhether the funds are to
priated or borrowed from the treasury. posals might be anticipated to strike
Another Kennedy-"must" proposal, at the critical unemployment problem,
aid for dependent children of unem- Kennedy suggested he could see little
ployed parents, finally was cleared by use in prescribing more cures until
the Senate Finance Committee April Congress acts on measures already pro13. Final approval of this program, posed.
Behind the question asked the Presialready passed by the House, is exdent was his own commitment, voiced
pected shortly.
In the legislative pipeline, at varying February 2, to make a new appraisal
stages, are a number of other key pro- of the recession—and what's needed to
posals, including• school aid, housing, combat it—around April 18. By his anincreased highway taxes, and a new swer, Kennedy indicated that no big
new programs are in the works.
farm program.
The President did go on to say that
The pace and content, however, of
legislative activity at the half-way the Administration is "considering
point in the session leaves much to be what long-range steps could be taken"
desired, as liberals view the picture. to reduce "the hard core of unemploy- Syvanen Passes
Their concern is heightened by the fact ment which may continue after we have
ASTORIA — Funeral services were
held here April 17 for Subo Syvanen,
that unemployment, now at a 20-year had a recovery."
high, shows no sign of receding.
But, he added, in words that provided San Francisco longshoreman during the
Up to the Easter recess March 20, little inspiration for a bumbling Con- earthquake era and one of the pioneer
Congress had completed action on only gress, the situation is "not easy" and editors of the Finnish language press
in this country.
one anti-recession measure, temporary is "one of great complexity."
extension of unemployment benefits.
The single other major bill enacted was
a 15-month renewal of .the Sugar Act.
Many liberals had hoped that the 10
PORTLAND—Senator Wayne Morse
Easter break, which saw most lawday
bihis
in
revealed
(D.; Ore.) has
checking sentiment at home,
makers
monthly newsletter that he • has disa sense of urgency into
inject
•
would
situajobs
Oregon
cussed the critical
onal
attitudes. Apparently
Congressi
tion with President Kennedy.
has fallen flat.
hope
this
legislaa
introduced
also
• Morse has
Returning Congressmen, it appears,
tive memorial proteking the deactivawith little variation a high derep-ort
and
repair
ship
Navy
tion of the
of
popularity for President Kengree
storage facility at Tongue Point.
nedy but no' corresponding drive for
Morse
memorial,
the
,
In presenting
his legislative program. As Congressaid he "spoke of the appeals he has
sional Quarterly summed it up, the
aadministr
new
the
to
already made
"consensus" runs to the effect that
tion 'to help meet the economic slump
"the President's own popularity did not
use
new
a
that
urged
.He.
Oregon."
in
extend as yet to.' his legislative pro'
n,
be found for the Astoria installatio
posals as a whole."
that the regional post office be rePRESIDENT CRITICIZED
"pilot
a
tained in Portland and that
Reactionaries are interpreting this
food stamp program" be started in the
state of affairs as an indication the
job short state.
con-He also argued for increased water- country remains in a generally
they
ahead,
Looking
mood.
servative
the
of
"review
a
project funds, and for
legislation
practice of eliminating seasonal uneml promise to repeat on other
House
the
in
performed
they
job
the
labor
of
ng
areas
ployment in determini
On the minimum wage bill.
surplus," he said.
Some liberals read the situation in
More concluded his speech with the
entirely different way. They contend
an
blunt charge: "I wish to say from the
President's failure to fire the genthe
Presithe
to
today
Senate
the
floor of
public with enthusiasm over legeral
dent, of the United States that things
issues arises from his failure
islative
.
.
.
Oregon).
(in
better'
any
•
arc- not
bold solutions that would
propose
to
-one of the most seriously depressed,
pressure.
mass
arouse
rethe
to
As
country.
this
in
areas
Specifically, the advanced Jiberals
quests I • have made to date to this
tactics
Administration, for assistance, the re- are- critical over the President's
Southern.
the
toward
nt
appeaseme
of
sult has been
the
A few -days later, the Senator re- bloc, his strategy—as evidenced in
,a
opening
battle—of
wage
minimum
White
vealed, he was "called to the
poHouse" to 'discuss bills before a Senate legislative ,fight with a compromise
subcommittee on education, of which sition.
Whatever the exact nature of senti‘
he is chairman. While there, he was
in the grassroots and the reasons.
ment
he
that
told by President Kennedy
"had read my entire speech about Ore- giving rise to it, there is wide agreethat
gon's unemployment problems... and ment by virtually all observers
Congress remains as badly divided over
was very much concerned."
the comparatively mild Kennedy program as it was before the Easter recess.
SF Port Traffic Up •
Claudia McNeil, star of the Broadway Mt
NARROW VICTORIES
SAN FRANCISCO—Ship traffic at
"Raisin in the Sun," repeats her perplay
trouble
That this condition suggests
San Francisco Bay and river ports durifs
on the West Coast soon. Critics have
run
starts
which
a
movie
in
what
formance
from
apparent
clearly
is
ahead
ing March substantially surpassed the
It also stars the sensational Negro
play.
the
than
as
greater
of
movie
the
days
80
hailed
the first
two preceding months of this year and happened during
by David Susskind and David Rote.
produced
was
film
The
Poitier.
period,
Sidney
actor,
that
During
Congress.
87th
the
shoWed a slight increase over the'1960
family, it marks one of the rare
a
Negro
of
problems
poignant
the
vicwith
narrow
Dealing
monthly average, the Marine lExchange the President only scored
white world.
strictly
the
from
e
Hollywood
of
s
importanc
departure
secondary
of
bills
on
tories
•
reported April 7.
(Front The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Against a
background of uncertainty over the
fate of the Kennedy legislative program, members of the 87th Congress
settled cback in the harness this week
for the second and decisive half of the
current session.
Highlighting the renewal of floor activity was windup voting in the.Senate
on a minimum wage bill and House
passage of a scaled4own version of the
President's Social Security proposals.
The House was also set to approve a
measure which would permit President
Kennedy to appoint 70 new Federal
judges. A Senate version, already
passed, authorized 74 additional judgeships.
The mtnimum wage bill before the
Senate closely followed original Administratign recommendations. It would
raise the minimum, in steps, to $1.25
for those presently covered and expand
coverage to include some 4.3 million
new workers, mostly in retail -trade.
HURDLES AHEAD
Should the bill emerge unscathed
from the Senate debate, it must still
go to a House-Senate conference to iron
out differences with a watered-down
version passed by the House.
By a one-vote margin, the House
rejected an Administration-sponsored
compromise and substituted a conservative coalition proposal calling for a
$1.15 minimum for presently covered
workers, and additional coverage for
only 1.3 million employees along with
a wage floor of $1.
The Social Security bill acted on by
the House was framed behind closed

Morse Tells
Kennedy of
Oregon Crisis

"Raisin in the Sun"
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Washington
State Taxes
Hit Consumer

Craig Pritchett, Local 507, Vancouver, BC was chairman of the Officers Report Committee
of the 14th Biennial Convention of ILWU. Charles (Chili) Duarte, Local 6, San Francisco,
was chairman of the Resolutions Corpmitiee, and Tom Yagi,•Local 142, Hawaii, was secretary of the committee.

Committeemen

Memory of Senator George Norris
To Be Honored at Centennial Meet
WASHINGTON — People from all
walks of life will gather hiere May 1617 in tribute to one of America's moat
loved and most effective public servants
of the last century—the late George
Norris of Nebraska—on the occasion
of his 100th birthday.
To the Norris Centennial Conference
will come trade. union members, farmers, conservationists, politicians, co-op
leaders, public power advocates, government Workers, and those who yet
hope for a peaceful world. And, all of
them will recognize the debt they owe
the little man with the twinkling eyes.
Norris served 40 years in Congress,
both in the House and the Senate. He
helped break the all-powerful control
that Speaker Joseph Cannon (R., Ill.)
held over the House. He was one of "the
little band of 'willful men"—as President Wilson called them—who opposed
'US entrance into World War I.
A senatorial colleague of his from
New •England, who believed passionately in high tariffs; once labeled Norris and a handful of others as "the sons
of the wild jackass."
Norris wrote the legislation that:
George W. Norris
•Outlawed "yellow dog" contracts,
under which :workers agreed not to join • Created the Tennessee Valley Authua union;
ity ;
•Reduced the authority of judges to
Created Rural Electrification Adminissue injunctions in industrial disputes; istration;

ILWU Local 6 Aids Embattled
South Africa Trade Unionists

•

•Initiated the 20th amendment to the
Constitution, ending "lame duck" Congresses and -advancing the President's
inauguration; and
• Gave Nebraska a one-house legislature.
President Franklin Roosevelt called
Norris "the veri perfect, gentle knight
of American progressive ideals" whose
life was -an "able and heroic fight on
behalf of the average citizen."
Norris was born July 11, 1861, and
he died September 2, 1944; at the age
of 83. His biographer, used a single
word to describe his life, Integrity.

Teamsters Issue
Call to'Convention
WASHINGTON, D. C.—The International Brotherhood of Teamsters has
issued its official call for a special
international convention to elect officers and consider Constitutional amendments. The convention will begin July
3, 1961, in Miami Beach, Fla. Convention sessions will be held in the•Deauville Hotel.
The union directed local unions to
nominate and elect delegates in accordance with court-approved rules and in
conformity with provisions/in Title IV
of the Landrum-Griffin Act. An estimated 2,100 delegates will be elected,
with the number of alternates left to
the discretion of the local unions.
Under the Federal Court order authorizing the convention, nomination
of delegates must be completed no later
than April 16; and election of delegates
must take place no later than May 21.

SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU Local 6 prevent us40olding our Sixth Annual
has been giving active assistance to the National Conference which was schedorganizing efforts of the South African uled for Durban from March 31 to
Congress of Trade Unions which is be- April 2. By pre-dating our conference Residence Requirement Eased
SALEM — Governor Hatfield has
ing harried by repressive government iy one day and by Making hurried
measures. ,
arrangements to rush our delegates signed , a measure to allow citizens to
The local's Executive Board voted from Johannesburg and other centers vote for President, even though they do
last November to contribute one hun- to Durban we were able tO beat the ban not meet the regular six-months residred dollars a month for three months and we held our conference on March dential voting requirement. CRDC supto support a union organizer in South 30; once more demonstrating to the ported the bill as a means of extending
Africa.
the ballot to migratory workers.
government that We refuse to be si
On April 12 L. Massina, General Sec- lenced by arbitrary decrees."
retary of the South African Congress
PROTEST WIRE _SENT
of Trade Unions, wrote to Secretary6 sharply protested this South
Local
Treasurer Richard Lynden of Local 6:
ban in a wire, on April 18 to
African
acknowledge
with
"We
thanks receipt
of the gift which you sent to us. We the Department of Justice of the Union
BELLINGHAM—The first hydrofoil
feel that it is difficult to convey to you of South Africa stating:
service on the North AmeriCan conti"Ten thousand San Francisco Bay nent is now under way on a five day
how much such concrete support encourages and heartens us in our strug- Area warehouse men and women/vigor- a week basis between this port and Vicgle. Please tell your members of our ously protest your prohibition of meet- toria, B. C. on a route through' the
sincere appreciation of their gesture. ings of South African Congress of scenic San Juan islands. You may be sure that this will be put Trade Unions. We bitterly resent your
The Italian-built Flying Fish,_ opercontinuing efforts to harass and intimi- ated by the \ Hydrofoil
to the best possible use.
Development &
"This donation came at a most for- date this multi-racial Congress of work- Operating Corp. of Bellingham, is maktunate moment, when our Congress is ing people whose only crime is that it ing one round trip daily leaving here at ,
facing up to a new attack from the attempts to improve the lot of Africans. 9 a.rn'. and Victoria at 2 p.m. The 65government."
"You may be certain that union mem- foot craft cruises at a speed of about
Massina informed Local 6 that, "By bers throughout the United States view 40 m.p.h. on foils which lift the hull
ministerial decree all meetings of our your savage and desperate efforts to clear of the
water. It carries 60 pasCongress have been banned for three maintain a system of race hatred and sengers and has a crew of three. Servmonths—from March 31 to June 30; segregation with the utmost anger and ice
is -daily except on Tuesdays and
contempt. We demand that you cease Wednesday&
1964ifii A' "
4
"This ban Was especia)ly, designed to repression ag4inst tile Congress :..."
The Flying' Fish is regarded, as -the

OLYMPIA—Rejecting all proposals
for a tax program based on ability to
pay, the Washington State Legislature
brought a frustrating special session to
an end with a "compromise" tax program which puts another four-way bite
on the consumer.
Adoption of this _revenue measure,
which sponsors say will raise $24.3
million in additional money during the
next two years, brought an end to the
longest special session since 1936. The
new taxes, however, are $33.5 million
short of the "minimum amount Governor Albert R. Rosellini says is absolutely necessary to maintain state
functions at the—present level and to
give schools sufficient funds to meet
the needs of a growing school population.
In the regular as well as the special
session a coalition of Republicans and
conservative Democrats knifed every
proposal to allow the people to vote on
substituting the present consumer
levies with a graduated net income tax.
Sponsors of this program,- which had
the support of Governor Rosellini, were
unable to get the required two-thirds
majority of both houses.
INCREASES LISTED
-Instead of an opportunity to vote on
a more equitable tax program the people are getting a five-point bill, four of
which are aimed directly at the need
to buy. The exception is the repeal of
the federal estate tax deduction now
allowed under the state inheritance tax.
,This is expected'to raise but $3 million of the $24.3 million in new revenue.
The remainder will come from:
• An increase in the tax on liquor of
18 cents a pint and 29 cents -a fifth to
raise an estimated $10.2 million..(Even
before this new levy liquor prices, in
Washington were the highest of any
monopoly state.)
•An increase in the state cigaret tax
from 6 to 7 cents a package. (This is
the highest such levy in the US.)
• Branding it as flagrantly unfair,
Governor Rosellini vetoed the "soda
pop" levy which was part of the tax
pLogram.
• An extension of the four percent retail sales tax to credit bureaus, parking
lots, abstract companies and such
sports as golf, pool, billiards, skating,
ski lifts and tows but excludes (for
reasons best known to the legislators)
bowling, the state's most popular participation sport.
GAS TAX UPPED
In'addition the legislators upped the'
state's motor fuel tax to 7/
1
2 cents a
gallon, making this the highest such
levy among the 50 states. In order to
block a threatened voter referendum
an emergency clause was tacked onto
this bill and the increase went into effect April 1.•
The general fund budget provides
. $406 million for/the common schools, an
increase of $70 million. This sum, however, is $14 million less than the "rock-'
bottom". rewest of Governor Rosellini
and $47 million under what the united
school forces say is essential to maintain the educational program at the
present level.

Flying Fish Starts Hydrofoil Service
Between Northwest US, Canadian Ports
forerunner of a fleet of fast hydrofoil
passenger and cargo vessels which will
eventually be in operation on Puget
Sound and to Alaskan ports. The Marine Systems Inc. has been granted a
franchise to operate a hydrofoil vessel
between Seattle and Tacoma. The craft
will be built in Seattle, probably by the
Boeing Company which is now constructing hydrofoil patrol craft for the
US Navy.
Marine architects point out that
hydrofoils, which have been in use in
Europe for years, are particularly suitOle for containerized cargo. Hydrofoils
designed for the Alaska run would
make the 737-mile trip from Seattle to
Ketehikan in about eight, hour;s,
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Tricky Anii-Labor Sleeper
Jailed in Washington State

In the Throne Room

ILWU President Harry Bridges and Matson Navigation Company President Randolph Sevier appeared together to address the legislature of the new state of
Hawaii. They are shown with The Rev. Harry Komoru, who delivered the opening prayer, in the lolani Palace throne room. Both Bridges and Sevier addressed
the legislature.

ipartisan Coalition in Alaska.
Knifes Key Labor Measures
JUNEAU—Four measures comprising the major portion of the Alaska
Federation of Labor's legislative program, received a summary death sentence from a bipartisan coalition during
the final days of the 1961 session.
The surprise action came on a motion of RepresentatiVe Mark. Jensen
(D., Douglas) to return the measures
to the Rules Committee until the opening .of the 1962 session next January.
The vote, which shattered party lines,
was 26-14 and drew from labor lobbyists the bitter comment that "it s fully
apparent to us that anti-labor pressure
groups are in control of this House."
DOOMED BILLS LISTED
The four doomed measures are:
• Senate Bill 28 which set the minimum wage at $1.75 and was approved
by the Senate. In the House it.. was
amended to set the Alaska minimum
at 50 cents an hour above the federal
minimum. It was killed in the amended
form.
• Senate Bill 93 which extended the
overtime provisions of wages and hours
act. It had been approved by the Senate.
•
• Senate Bill 49, also approved by the
Senate, which would outlaw the importations of strikebreakers into the
state.,
• House Bill 140 which would require
contractors to furnish a bond guaranteeing labor and service costs.
The motion by Representative Jensen
launched a bitter, floor fight. Two
Democratic members, Frank E. Cashel
(D., Sitka) and John A. Hellenthal (D.,
Anchorage) led the fight against killing the measures charging that it was
a move to "sweep the issues under the
rug." William K. Boardman (R., Ketehikan) led the coalition against the labor
bills.
"The vote on the motion to hold
labor legislation in the Rules Committee can only be considered as the vote
on passage of the bills," a joint labor
statement said. "Those who voted for
the motion voted against the working
people of the state." The statement was
issued by Henry A. Benson, State Council of Carpenters; Lew Dischner, State
Council of Teamsters and Henry Hedberg, State Federation of Labor.
ACID TEST VOTE
The labor rePresentatives made it
clear that the roll call vote on this
proposal will be used as the "acid test"
in appraising the records of members
of the House.
Those voting against the labor bills
are: Edgar Baggen (R., Fairbanks),
Forbes Baker (R., Fairbanks), C.
Binkley (R., College), Robert Blodgett
(D., Teller), William Boardman '(R.,
Ketchikan), Raymond Christiansen (R.,
Bethel), Kenneth Garrison (D., Fort
4

Yukon), Jay Hammond (R., Naknek),
Arthur Harris (D., Nikolski Village),
Donald Harris (R., McGrath), Gilbert
Jarvela, (D., Kodiak), Mark Jensen (D.,
Douglas), Arthur Johnson (R., Unakleet), Jalmar Kertula (D., Palmer),
Walter Kubley (R., Ketchikan), Benny
Leonard (R., Anchorage), Segundo
Llorente (D., Alakanuk), John •Longworth (R., Petersburg), James Parsons
(R., Anchorage), Morgan Reed (D.,
Skagway), Leo Rhode (R., Homer),
Harold Strandberg (R., Anchorage), R.
W. Stratton (R., Spenard), Mrs. Dora
Sweeney (D., Juneau), Alfred Widmark
(R., Klawock) and Warren Taylor (D.,
Fairbanks).
Those voting to save the labor bills:
Frank Cashel (D., Sitka), Francis Chapados (D., Fairbanks), Peter Deveau
(D., Kodiak), Robert Daman (D., Valdez), William Erwin (D., Seward),
Harold Hansen (D., Cordova), John
Heilenthal (D., Anchorage), Andrew
Hope (D., Sitka), Bruce Kendall (R.,
Anchorage), John Nunsunginya (D.,
Barrow), Grant Pear:son (D., Nenana),
Ilenry Pratt (R., Anchorage), William
Sanders (Ft., Anchorage), Jacob Stalker
(D., Kotzebue).

OLYMPIA—With organized labor in
the front ranks, one of the • most unusual coalitions in the state's history
succeeded in bringing about the repeal
in the special session of a hastily en.acted "sleeper bill" regarded by unions
as more dangerous than the discredited
"right-to-work" proposals.
Focal point of attack on the part of
labor, a large section of industry, the
Washington.. State Grange and all. the
. state's newspapers,: radio and TV stations, was Senate Bill 344 which slipped
through both houses of the legislature
during the final hectic hours of the
regular session and signed into law by
Governor 'Albert Rosellini.
Introduced on February 2 SB 344 had
the surface appearance of a routine
measure involving procedure in damage -suits. The official digest described
it as providing for "exemplary damagesi
as well as other judgments against
persons committing an intentional in-,
jury." It was sponsored by Senators
R: R. Greive, DemoCratic floor leader;
John A. Petrich (D., Tacoma) and F.
Stuart Foster (R., Yakima).
LEGAL TIME-BOMB
It was not until this "sleeper bill"
was enacted into law that many powerful groups discovered that they had
a legal time-bomb in their laps. First
to sound the alarm was the Joint Labor
Lobby, headed by Ed Weston, president
of the State Federation of Labor.
Smith Troy; member of the Steering
Committee and Teamster legislative
representative, spoke for labor in tiescribing it as an "infamous law, more
dangerous than any 'right-to-work' legislation." Labor called for its repeal
at the special session and urged support for house 24 introduced for that
purpose.
Weston warned the labor movement
that "it would cause more trouble than
all the regulatory legislation that could
have beeneconsidered.", The labor press
joined in the fight with the Washington Teamster pointing out that: "One
word on a picket line,,one word in a
headline, one word on the air could
have been considered damaging enough
to merit the financial ruination of a
man or an institution."
REPEALER INTRODUCED
The repeal measure, HB 24, was introduced by Representatives James A.
Andersen' (R., Bellevue), Chet King
(D., Raymond, and Shirley R. Marsh
(D., Longview). Although the special
session was intended to deal only with
revenue and appropriation measures
the coalition of labor, industry and ag-

riculture was powerful enough to compel quick and affirmative action.
Labor's long sigh of relief was expressed by the Washington State Labor
News which greeted the repeal by saying "Although all is well, it shows how
close labor came to suffering its worse
defeat in the last 50 years of the legislature."
Edson Stalleo.p, ILWU legislative
representative said "this entire mess
can serve a useful purpose if it alerts
the unions in other states to be on the
look-out for this sort of sneak-attack.
Our experience with Senate Bill 344
demonstrates that labor's legislative efforts need to be' strengthened so that
it has facilities and the man power to
be able to carefully examine everything
that 'hits the hopper. We learned in
this session that you can't afford to
take any bill for granted."

Washington
State Sets Up
Youth Corps
OLYMPIA—Creation of a Youth Development & Conservation Division
under the State Parks Recreational'
Commission is provided for in a measure signed by Governor Albert Rosellini. The new law, Senate Bill 557, was
introduced by Senator Mike McCormack
(D., Richland) and contained the names
of 30 of the 49 members of the Senate.
The bill provides for the employment, for periods of from 30 to 90 days,
of youths in the 16-21 year bracket for
work in the state's parks and recreational system. They will be paid $25
weekly and provided with board and
room, hospital and medical services,
transportation and any needed equipment.
Opposition came from a small 'group
of legislators who said the bill was a
"boondoggle to provide young people
with paid vacations."
State Parks Director John Vanderzicht said that one of the first projects
under consideration will be the assignment of a Youth Corps contingent for
work this summer at Blake Island, a
state-owned wilderness area only six
miles from Seattle. The island is being
developed as a state park.
Supporters of the Youth Corps said
it will provide needed summer work for
qualified high school and college students who will hit the depressed labor
market in June.

The Coast Longshore, ShipsclerVs and Walking'floss Caucuas met in Honolulu following
in Session the 14th Biennial Convention. The dock delegates converted in the modern new assembly
hall of Local 142 and set demands for the June contract -opening on wages and other matters. George Kuvokas of Local
13 was
, . chairman, Miehael Johnson, Local 34, secretary.
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More Resolution Summaries

V'

(Continued from Page 7)
ture its once dominant position in China trade. For our own benefit and
to advance the interests of our own people relations with China should
be re-established.

26. Laos

BIG S.665 AND LITTLE FISHES

T IS THAT time of year when the
mild-weather fisherman starts awakening from the long winter sleep. There
are such people, millions of 'em, for
fishing is an extremely popular, family
participation sport.
As a conjunctive pastime, enjoyed
27. The United Nations
by man and woman, it is second to
The United Nations has more and more become the hope of mankind— dancing. For family-fun, or as a fatherpeace, disarmament and nuclear control, and economic aid to the under- and-son sport,-it is second to none.
No one knows that any better than
developed countries all rest on the continued effective functioning and full
the members of the ILWU and their
performance of the UN.
Today, as a result of technological advances and new discoveries the families and we. want to take this opporwhole of mankind could advance to the highest standards of life hitherto tunity to thank you readerfolk for past
rolling
attained—and all this within little more than one generation. The UN is letters and photos ... keep 'emyou
supand
we'll
keep
do
our
best
to
the best possible means of'helping to bring this condition about.
plied with fishing lures and an occasional spool of line.'
28. Jeff Kibre and The Washington Office
*
The convention commends Jeff Kibre and ;the Washington office for a
ITH
THE
spring
fishing season
job well done. (This'resolution was amended under new business to include
at
hand,
many
angler's
thoughts
Lincoln Fairley, ILWU Director of Research and Education, and Williahi turn to the most popular bait in the
Glazier ILWU Administrative Assistant.)
land—"worms."
We're sending Seth F. Coleman of
29. Seventh World Peace Con!erenre
Cle
Elum, Washington, a spool of MaxThe convention tabled a resolution on the Seventh World Peace Con- well Scdtch spinning line for the folference to be held in Tokyo in August in favor of a motion to send a dele- lowing tip on "worm picking" garnered
gate to the Seventh World Peace Conference at the expense of the from that fine -outdoor magazine of
delegates of the convention. (The delegates made voluntary contributions the northwest—the Fishing and Hunting News.
,
of $1,743.00.)
"Just insert a pitchfork in the lawn,
four to six . inches and vibrate it with
30. Support of Hawaiian Sugar Workers
The Hawaii sugar workers have demonraled their unity and solidarity your ,hand. The worms (probably
by completing a strike vote on March 31 in which 98 percent voted to go thinking it is an earthquake) come
out on strike if necessary. Past experrence has shown that a sugar strike squirming out in droves."
*
is invariably a long, bitter and tough struggle demanding every sacrifice
DENA
KNOW
THAT:
The Indians
from the rank-and-file workers.
and early settlers in the west regarded
In view of this situation the convention goes on record whole-heartedly beaver skins as
valuable items. An
suppOrting the sugar workers in their current negotiations. And the dele- even trade in pioneer days was a pile
gates to this convention made clear that—as in the past—the full support of beaver skinsJor a musket—the pile
of the ILWU will be available if necessary to win through for our brother to reach as high as the muzzle of the
workers in Hawaii on their demands for improved hours, wages, and musket,
*
-- working conditions.
:HESS
USS
about the „life cy- ast'sahis_xesgalution..u.kaa-Atpther-bnpiernented by an action Of the Co
cle, -history, and development of
Longshore, Ships Clerks and Walking Boss Caucus which voted to assess one of the choicest tidbits on the trout's
themselves in the longshore division fifty cents a week to support a sugar, menu—the "salmon fly:"
strike after the first sixty days. The action was based on information from
Answer: The salmon, fly, common to
Local 142 that it had sufficient finances to carry through a strike for that the western trout streams, enjoys a
very short period of maturity. Its size
length of time.)
•
may lain from three-fourths of an inch
31. David Siqueiros
to slightly over tlyo The eggs of the
David Alfaro Siqueiros, world famous Mexican painter, writer and salmon fly are deposited in the surface
political leader has been in jail since last October on charges of "tending of the stream, sink to the bottom, and
progress to nymph stage.. When the
kto cause social dissolution." His arrest grew out of his leadership of the
movement protesting the attack of the Mexican government against rail- time is: ripe, the nymphs rise to the
road workers. The convention condemns the continued jailing of Siqueiros surface where the fly struggles out of
the nymph shell to adulthood. From
and urges his immediate release.
here on out its life-on-the-wing depends'
on whether it will be gobbled by a fish
Illatsukawa
Frame-up
32.
Japanese trade unions have been fighting for years to save the lives before it ever spreads its Wings, or be
plucked from a bush by a hungry bird,
of four trade unionists,condemned to death as a result of a framed charge or optimistic bait
fisherman. Fortuwhich goes back to 1948, when a passenger train was derailed near Mat- nately, chandes are it will live to take
sukawa Station, Fukushima prefecture, killing three of the engine crew. off on its last flight above the stream,
After a trial lasting one year, in which their innocence was clearly shown, settle down to deposit her eggs therea judgment of guilty was made against 17 trade unionists, four being sen- on and thus complete its slife cycle. Two
tenced to death, five to penal servitude for life, and the rest to long prison years may elapse from egg to adultterms. The convention urges the Japanese government to drop the charges hood', but its life-on-the-wing is IRA a
against these fellow.unionists and, failing that it urges the courts to aquit precious few days, rarely oVer a week.
*them.
ERE'S a bit of advice for, those of
you who follow the "lore of,the
33. International Trade Union Exchanges
The International Executive Board of ILWU invited many unions b:underbuss."
In dry shooting, when pointing at a
which had hosted ILWU overseas delegations to send fraternal delegations to the convention. The US State Department refused visas to most moving, target, always swing a bit
of the delegates who accepted. Trade unionists who have no difficulty ahead of it before -pulling the trigger.
traveling all over the world, visiting foreign trade union centers and at- Be sure to follow through with the
swing after the hammer falls.
tending international conferences can't come into the US as fraternal
You cannot .hit a moving target by
-delegates to an ILWU convention. shooting straight at it. The "follow
This is an outrageous situation. Doctors, engineers, farmers and dancers through" is as important in shooting as
have no difficulty in arranging exchanges between the USA and socialist it is in golf. countries. It is an open secret that the AFL-CIO has consistently resisted
Shooting behind the target is a cornhappening,. usually caused by
all 'trade union exchanges and the State Department has done their bidof the gun.
ding. We resent being put in the position of being unable to reciprocate stopping the forward swing
* •
the hospitality so generously shown our delegations while they were overY THE WAY, don't go stumbling
seas. The ILWU condemns the policies which prevent full and free trade
out on your favOrite otrout stream
union, exchanges and demands the immediate removal of all barriers to
this Saturday without being prepared.
trade union travel between the USA and all countries of the world.
First, hand check your hook supply.
If.you've got enough, Make sur4 they
The ILWU reiterates its support for any legislation that would confer aren't rusted and the points are sharp.
upon fishermen the same collective bargaining rights enjoyed by other Give your line the once over, check for
weak spots. Note the conditions of the
workers. At Present Senator E. L. Bartlett and others are working on rod guides. They may be nicked and
legislation to accomplish this purpose. The ILWU urges that funds suf- rusty.
ficient to stimulate and promote an adequate vessel construction program
By all means invest a' half hour. on
be appropriated for the corning years.
your reel, taking it 'down and com-

It will be tragic if the US gets further involved in the Laotian civil
war. The path to peace in Laos, and the path which will best serve US
interests lies in reconvening the International Supervisory Commission,
rejecting the interventionist Dulles policies which still prevail, and returning to the principles of the 1954 Geneva accord.

I

pletely lubricating it. Make sure the
boots or waders aren't leaky. Give all
of your gear a close inspection and
don't do what I did last year's opening
day; forget your license.
Good luck and tight lines. Let me
hear how you make out ...
* *ERE'S A LETTER and photo from
Harold J. Laharty of 1802 S.W.
Blvd., Coos Bay, Oregon, a member
of Local 12.
"Enclosed find photo of retired
Brother Charles Laube and his wife of
North Bend, Oregon. The Laubes have

Ili

W

34. Fishermen..

spent a great deal of time fishing and
camping around the rivers and lakes
of Coos Bay since Charlie retired in
December of 1958.
They both have many fine fish to
their credit, but I believe the photo
enclosed is a pie of the top fish so far.
This striper, caught by Mrs. Laube,
weighed in at 45 pounds and was
caught in the tidewater area of the
south Coos River on 20-pound test
line and 10-pound test leader.
Brother Laube started longshoring in
Aberdeen, Washington, in 1920. He
moved to Coos Bay in 1923 and from
there to San Pedro in 1928 where he
remained until 1947. After that he
transferred back to the ILWU, North
Bend, Orekon, in 1947 and retired from
Local 12 in 1958.
A good longshoreman is Charles
Laube and he and the Missus are enjoying ever minute of his retirement—
fishing whenever the spirit moves.
And believe me, Fred, there's plenty
of fish up here in this country to make
the spirit of any fisherman move."
Thanks Harold, and congrats to you
Mrs. Laube on ybur outstanding catch.

*
*
While on the subject of fishing lures,

ove'd like to send all members of the
ILWU — and their
family — a pair of
the illustrated Jensen Knobby wobblers. All you have to
do is send us a snapshot of a fishing
or hunting scene and we'll fire back
the lures. (The photo doesn't necessarily have to appear in these columns.)
Address your letter and photo:
Fred Goetz
Dept. TDKN
4401 S.E. 89th Ave.
Portland, Oregon.
Please state your union affiliation.
We'd like to hear from some of you
ILWU fishermen or hunters who have
already sent in photos. The fact that
you have already received a- pair of
lures — or more — doesn't disqualify
you from receiving another pair.
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California ILWU Parley Set
At Legislative Session Peak
SACRAMENTO — Delegates attending a two-day ILWU-sponsored legislative conference here Monday and
Tuesday (April 24-25) will find the
California Legislature in a frenzy of
activity of major issues.
A wide variety of major bills are in
motion, including minimum wage and
fair housing legislation, and delegates
from ILWU, Mine-Mill and United Electrical Worker locals in California can
expect to see considerable activity at
both the committee and floor levels of
both the Assembly and the Senate.
Of particular interest to ILWU members will be the union's own dock safety
bill (AB 2010), which, if matters go as
expected, should be on the Assembly
floor awaiting vote at the time the delegates are in Sacramento.
DOCK SAFETY BILL
The bill, authored by Assemblyman
Edward M. Gaffney (D.,. SF), was
scheduled for hearing in the Industrial
Relations.Committee of the Assembly
as this issue of The Dispatcher went
to press.
The measure, identical to one that
died on the Senate side in the closing
days of the 1959 session, would establish specific safety requirements on
docks, including the installation of bull
rails on the requirement that all internal-combustion engines used on
docks have provision for outside venting of exhaust gasses.
ILWU Legislative Representatives
Michael Johnson and Nate DiBiasi, who
have been making the arrangements
for the affair, report no less than 35
Assemblymen and Senators are slated
to pay their respects to the delegates.
The Monday session of the conference will be held at Sacramento's El
Mirador hotel directly across from the
Capitol. The delegates will be briefed
in the morning on the legislative situation and then will attend a luncheon,
to whieh many legislators will also
come.
. SPEAKERS SCHEDULED
Among those scheduled to address
the gathering are John F. Henning,
state Director of Industrial Relations;
Thomas Consiglio, legislative representative here for the United Steelworkers; George McLain, pension leader; and Coleman Blease, lobbyist here
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Starts in SF
• SAN FRANCISCO--ILWU Local 6
began negotiations April 20 with the
Distributors Association on a new contract.
The local served a series of demands
which had earlier been approved by a
Joint Committee representing the International Brotherhood of Teamsters
and ILWU.
Teamster warehouse locals are serving identical demands on their employers.
These include a wage demand of 15
cents an hour across the board, improved vacations and sick leave, uniform health and life insurance, one additional holiday, which would include
the day following Thanksgiving, and
medical care for pensioners.
The warehouse contracts expire May
31. Approximately 25,000 workers in
ILWU and Teamster locals are involved.
Also sought will be improved seniority guarantees, a system of job placement referrals, and a joint automation
study to determine the impact of automation of the warehouse industry; improved vacation schedule of one week
after ore year, two weeks after two
years, three weeks after five years and
four weeks after fifteen years.
Joint action by the two unions last
year won a 21 cent across-the-board
wage increase in Northern California
warehouses.

for the American Civil Liberties Union
_
of Southern California.
On Monday afternoon the delegates
are slated to visit various Assembly
committee meetings and to watch the
Senate in regular session.
•
• Tuesday morning the conference will
switch its location to Local 17's hall in
Broderick across the river. After additional briefing and reports, the dele
gates will return to the Capitol for
more lobbying activity on key issues.

Sacramento to Be
Deepwater Port
SACRAMENTO — Sometime in the
middle of July of 1963 an oceangoing
vessel will steam into the turning basin
of the Sacramento-Yolo Port District's
new facilities in West Sacramento and
moor within sight,of California's Capitol dome.
Completion of the port was assured
on April 4 when voters of the district
approved a $9.85 million bond issue by
a whopping majority of more than 7
to 1. The bonds will assure construction of the harbor facilities. Dredging
of a straight channel paralleling the
twisting course of the Sacramento river
is already well along.
The project to bring deepwater ships
to Sacramento has been-15 years in the
making. The .dream of such a port is
almost half a century old.
Work on wharves is scheduled to
start this summer. The Isbrandtsen
company has asked for the privilege of
bringing the first ship up to Sacramento.
Vote for the bonds was 61,268 yes
and 8,921 no.

ILWU Asks Longer
Sardine Season.

-,IROM THE time the 14th Biennial
Convention of the ILWU was called'
to order in Honolulu early this month,
to the moment the last gavel was
rapped, we all seemed sharply aware
that the sixties would be different from
any other decade we'd experienced.
It seemed to me that the outstanding impression of this convention was
the delegates' recognition of the scientific challenge of the age. Let's look at
some of these challenges.
• A challenge faces the entire trade
union movement—to plan, to mobilize
union strength, to re-educate unionists
to seek new goals in this age of technological change.
• The old days of angling for overtime,
of moonlighting, of chiseling out a few
extra hours, of depending on a broken
back for a few extra bucks, must
change in this 'new age. Unions must
think in terms of over-all security for
all their'members; in terms of shorter
work periods, and a higher standard of
life for all.
The challenge of the new age faces
the entire nation: to develop national
planning—to eliminate the terrors of
unemployment; to welcome peace. Planning may be a dirty word in some
places, but without it we face the completely insane prospects of hunger in
the midst of plenty, disease in the midst
of scientific progress, and ignorance in
the midst of vast educational potential.
The challenge of the scientific age
certainly calls on \the nation's leaders
to solve numerous international problems—ranging from eliminating radioactive poisons from the atmosphere, to
using'our vast capacities to bring
health and well-being to the underprivileged, overexploited nations that
need our aid, but don't need our cold
war.

SACRAMENTO -- Two members of
ILWU Fishermen's Local 33 in San
Pedro were here during the week of
April- 10-14 lobbying for a bill (AB
1313) by Assemblyman Vincent Thomas (D., San Pedro) that would extend
the California sardine season two THESE were some of the thoughts
months, from Dec. 31 to March 1.
that found expression at the ILWU
Mel Kolumbic and John Monte urged convention. The delegates acted in the
legislature to support the bill, which • best tradition of the union, Passing
would put the extension on a two-year resolutions of a very high order, extrial basis. They pointed out that Mexi- pressing the finest ideals, proposing
can fishermen are able to fish the year the noblest of acts. But resolutions do
around while California fishermen, de- not change the facts of life in America,
pending on the same stock, are con- and our nobly expressed ideals do not
fined to four months.
achieve a simple solution. The fact remains that we cannot achieve any necessary goals by working alone.
Realistically speaking we don't stand
the chance of a snowball in hell unless
we can also encourage millions of working
Americans to join a crusade that
HONOLULU — ILWU President
will look for real answers to real probHarry Bridges described as "absurd
lems facing America.
upon its face" a recent story in the
Take unemployment, for example.
Los Angeles Mirror. In a statement
It's the number one problem in the
issued on his behalf, Bridges said
country's economic life. And it is comApril 11:
pletely illogical. Here we are, producorigpurportedly
"A news story,
tively
the most advanced nation in the
inating in the Los Angeles Mirror
world, facing a terrible dilemma: with
Associated
by
the
distributed
and
each step of progress fewer and fewer
Press, has been brought to my attenworker§ are needed to share in that
tion. The story, whether so designed
progress. And no one has yet come up
or not, gives public impression that
with an answer to these contradictions.
if the government of the United
In the meantime we face the realistic
States does anything to 'anger me, I
fact that a business-minded Congress
have only to call President Hoffa of
won't even pass a reasonable minimum
the Teamsters Union, and then bewage law, or provide decent health legtween us we can tie up the whole
islation or adequate housing; and their
economy of the United Stafes.
approach to the education of our chil"The story is absurd upon its face.
dren is simply atrocious.
power,
and
such
personal
I have no
All the stop-gap suggestions for aidwhat I have been able to observe
ing the unemployed mean very little,
about the Teamsters' Union conand we know it We know that an extra
vinces me that it is a democratic
13 weeks jobless insurance doeSn't solve
organization like our own. To say
very much when a man really wants
that neither of our unions will be
one thing alone—a job. He doesn't want
pushed around without fighting back
surplus food handed out to him. He
is one thing. The statement that I
wants a job so he can buy what he
can pick up a telephone and halt all
wants to' eat.
ships and trucks is arrogant and proAt the convention we agreed that in
vocative. If I had made such a statethis age of scientific vrogress there
ment I could have done no greater
was something drastically wrong—
favOr to the enemies of our union
maybe "insane" is the proper word—
and of labor."
when a growing "normal" unemploy-

Bridges Ridicules
LA Mirror Story

ment exists in the midst of a growing
'capacity to produce the good things of
life; and that our general well-being
has been sliding downhill, even though
as a nation we are supposed to be
growing richer.
NE GOT the feeling that the majority of the men and women at
the Honolulu convention realized that
if the United States wants to continue
as a world leader, we are going to have
to change some of our tactics.
This came home in the most eloquent
and moving manner when Nobel Prize
scientist Dr. Linus Pauling spoke to a
rapt convention. Pauling is a great human being who speaks in down-to-earth
terms. He is indeed, .as we said in a
resolution, "... a distinguished,fighter
for peace .. a champion of a free society."
Pauling warned of the dangers of
using nuclear power for anything except peaceful projects. And in words
we will long remember, he said he does
not have a single human enemy in the
world.
There is only one enemy in the world
any longer, this great humanitarian
told us—and that is war itself!
He said it so simply and so well: "It
is war that is the great common enemy
of both the United States and Russia
and the time has come to work together."
,This was, to me at least, the most
profound lesson to come out of the
convention, and one I won't ever forget. I hope it is a message that is told
over and over again to ILWU members
when delegates report back to their
locals.
Above all else we learned that the
America we wish to see lead the world
will not solve the most basic domestic
problems as long as we set our sights
to preparing for war.
If war must be prepared for, then
we have some good, solid ILWU.suggestions for the kind of war that seems
worth fighting.
Why not declare war on unemployment'? On any, and all discrimination
against any human beings anywhere,
and for any reason? How about war
on diesase? On illiteracy? On all the
sicknesses—physical and mental—that
man suffers, and that science and knowhow can tackle?
This is the kind of warfare we'll all
support to the hilt.
Maybe we'd better turn the warlike
spirit into an immediate deolaration of
war against all things that hold up human progress, and imprison the human
spirit! This is the kind of action that
could re-establish American leadership
around the globe.
When we talked about these things,
I discovered all over again what a magnificent experience an ILWU convention can be.

O

NLRB Cancels
Fish Union Hearing
SEATTLE—The National Labor Relations Board here has cancelled a
hearing on the petition of the Alaska
Fishermen's Union (AFL-CIO) to take
jurisdiction of the Puget Sound salmon
tendermen from the International Fishermen & Allied Workers, an ILWU
affiliate.
Patrick H. Walter, chief law officer
of the NLRB office in Seattle, said that
the action was taken because the
Alaska Fishermen's Union has failed to
obtain the required signatures from 30
percent of the workers involved. The
tendermen are employed by 11 Puget
Sound salmon canning firms.

